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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMAR

1.1 Higher education, the very top step of the learning ladder,
sometimes finds itself at=the'botom of the hiearchy when considering
priorities in educational spending. The recent'common,prescription for'
economic deVelopment is' injections of badi- and especially vocational
education., After all, it is extremely diffl.cult'to rationalfze wend-
iture on another university when a high iircportion of the, country's
poptlatio:Ois illiferate. -

)
, Given this Setting, the pu ose of this paper, is to take a close

look at the socioeconomic rationale of higher education provision in
developing countries. This is done by reviewing the costs and-benefits
associated with 2ftvest ent in higher education as ,e whble and especially
in different post-seqpn ary subjects. University costs,.and in i)*Iicu-
1.ar.-,tralef-its, are treat here in their broadest sense to arrive at the
&tie-contribution of high r edUcgtion'to the standard of living of the
present and 'future ganerat onS. This socioeconomic evaluation of the
higher education subsectoris performed by reference to a multi7country;
multi-period data, set, which' hag been augmented b nonquantitative
considerations

' \ .
Paper Outline

L

1.3 Beyond this introduction, the paper ontains eight additional
sections and an Appendix. Section II documents some recent-trends in
the illcpcation of education budgets around the world that' are.of interest

I" to the sfibject matter of"this study and serves as the starting point of
the remaining argument. Section III,is normative, in the sense of Spell-
ing out the Criteriaof social choiCe-in education. The, set of usual
criteria is *ended to include the satisfaction of social demand for
education and' career flexibility because of rapid technological.change.

1 .4 'Higher education costs are tackledkat two le41s. First, at
the aggregate uniVealty level (Section IV) and disaggregated by field of4
study (Section V). These two sections permit an analysib of the behavior
of unit costs.as enrdilment rises and alto document cost differences
between various university facultieb.

,1.5* Septiori'vI deals with the quantitative site of higher education
,benefits, such as the earning ,adpntage of the graduates of different

'u subjects, social demana:datisfaction, income distribution and employment
prospects. The pu ose of Section VII is to bring together the costs and
benefits documented bove,in orde5,1to answer the question: how does the
economic paybff of ex enditute ofi universitie education compare, with that
of other sectors .in a ariety of. country settings? Alsb, hoW do the
different fields of university specialization compare in terms of net
economic rewards?

4
O
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1.6 Sectibn VIII expandsthe line of argument to include non-
quantitative aspects of the choice between liberal and vocational

education by refevenCe to curriculum theory and the sociology of knew-
ledge and change. The final section (Section IX) makes some concluding
remarks regarding the applicability of a "vocational school fallacy" in
developing countries.

1.7 The Appendix contains a long list of digested raw,iaterial,that
(sertred as ths.basis of this study.

Synopsis ofthe Major Points

1.8 Udiversity expenditures in developing'cOuntries typically
alcount for less than 20% of the state budget,for education. An increas:
g part of this expenditure is devoted to technical and-vocational

ubjects. Thisis evidenced by the rising relative share of university
ollments in engineering, agriculture and related fliglds of

sp cialization. The trendawards technical and vocational subjects is
also reflected Lithe educational lending priorities of the World Bank.
Consider, for example, the switch in the perentase ditribution of
loans by curriculum type-between the 1960s and the late 1970s:

,

1963-69 1970-74 1976 1979
. / / .

.

General Subjects,
1

44 . 42. 40 24
.

. -
.

....,
.

Technical and ; '44 45 47
. . .

.
Agricultural Subjlits

,

1

" The main reason advanced to explain the world wide trend towards technica
subjects is the intuitive 'union that it is technical educatioy_thate
Contributes to economic developbent.

.. a . ..

1.9' We start exam4ning the scientific basis. of this notion by laying
down Criteria for social choice in education; The usual social efficiency,
(i.e. economic growth) and income distribution criteria are augmented by
equity considerations such as the 'satisfaction .of social demand for
education, the employability of graduatesand, moreimportently, thei?
adaptability to a continuously changing economic and social environment,
and their potential rnof leaing on the job. Pirttfthese evaluation
criteria could be given a qdantitative content, e4:, one can assess the
exten to wh h the provisiou'of a particular kindof education affects

V I..'Ssocial fic ency. .I - ..,

1.10 ` An atomy of university. costs at the aggregate level reveals the
existence of considerable returns to scale. Namely, the per student unit
cost decreases as university enrollment rises, especially up to the.point
corresponding .to a 3% enrollment ratio.

Average cost
per studentt

4

1 defined by tha World Bank:
.

University enrollment.

. .7
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'1.11 The implication of this finding for countries- with a .1.041 level
of university enrollment is that tertiary education expansion, could.be,
achieved by a lower leVel of expenditure relative'to the one anticipated'
onithe basis 'a he current nominal average cost per student.

'1.12 But these exist wide differences in educational costs depending
on the curriculum type: pniversity'subjects such as agriculture,
science's and engineering are on the average more than, twice as expensive
relative to general subjects. Agt.ho../n below, agricultural'subjects are
on top of the relative expensiveness iindex:

(Cost of ail higher education subjects = 100)0

Agriculture 191
Sciences 125 -,

Engineering 111
Arts 73

. Humanities c 67

Social Sciences 50

1.13 . Turning to university benefits we first approximate them by the
relative earnings advantage of graduates of various disciplines. The .

earnings discrepancies shown below are not as wide as the cost discrepancies
between subjects. But agriculture.is now ip'tpe bottdm of the earnings
league:

0

(earnings of all higher education.graduates' = 100)

Engineering- 106
Social Sciences 104 ;'

Arts 94

Sciences 88

Agriculture
_ 87

-This earnings structure-is not fully attributable to public sector salary
scales.

1.14 ' Comparison of the costs and benefits yields an\economic return
of about 15% for higher education as'a'whole (developing countries' average).
This compares,favorably tq the economic returns in a seltction of physical
capital projects. The economic return on higher education expenditure is .

at 'least as competitive as that of other sectors in most country settings.

4,15 Disag gation of the economic 'r'eturns by field of specializatiOnL71
(as shown below) eVeals the low position of agriculture rentive to some

dtheF fields:

nomics 15.0%
Sciences .14.2%
Humanitiei 14:d%

Agriculture 8.0%

. ..

8

e0
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. Turning to the job prospects of higher education graduates,

k a distinction is made_between,the incidence and the duration of
unemployment. On the incidence issue, it is secondary school graduates.
who exhibit the highest unemloyment rate: .Contrary to the popular
belief, the statisticsAemonstrate that the incidence-of unemployment
among university-graduates is more or less-equal to the average--unemploy-
ment rate -for the working population as a whole. On the duration issue,
the evidence points to the fact-that unemployment is a sharply declining:
function of age or time since graduation:'.

,Unemployment

,

Timeisince graduation

What this means is that a great part of what appears to be unemployment,.
might in tact be a voluntary Search process.

Qualifications

11.17 .In interpreting the' conclusions of this study, one should bear
mind-the following qualifications: first, the sample of countries

is extremely, small, although these are the very countries for which-at
least some evidence exists on this research front. Second, most case
studies refer to urban populations and there must exist considerable
within- country regional differences in the variablai examined. Third,
one must place greater confidence on the -cost relative to the benefits
evidence, since a 'great parof the latter is based on public sector
employment, It is hoped that future tracer studies and within-country
cost analyses will throw additional light on some of the hypotheses
put forward in this paper. Fourth, 'the doCimen-d-Iow position of
agricu,Iture in the subject benefit-cost league might be downwardbiased
becadge of the difficulty in quantifying the re arch output of agrictil-
tural faculties,

1.18 The fact that the available eviden
of returns to stald'from university expans
of non-vocational subjects should not' be in
switch Prom basic to higher education, or f
liberal arts. Rather the results contained

oints to the existence,
,and high benefit -cost ratios

erpreted as an advocated policy
om enginekring and agronomy to
n this paper should, at the, (

,very least, serve as a reminder that teChnicaLEadgeneral Curricula_
have their place in the development of a balanced edUcational'System.

V

4
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SECTION, II

CURRENT BUDGETARY ALLOCATION TRENDS

2.1 '
Education is a major resource user. A cord gto Unesco

estimates, the total public world expenditure on edAca ion in the mid-
". 1970s-was of the order of 300 billion US dollars Unes o, 1977, Table 17).

Taking into account private expenditure and the foregone earnings of those
in school, the true resource cost of education should be well above double

/ this figure. It is the sheer. absolute size of-the education expenditure
that compels an."economic" look at the way this money is spent. Ofcourte
the economic look does not deny a more academic, cultural or other, approach
to education. It s y complements it.

2.2 In this section we present some.facts on current trends in thd
'allocation of education budgets around the world. This first section is
"positive" in the sense of Aar asking'the question of how good or bad the
trends are. The "normative" check Is relegated to'a later part of this
paper, after some evaluation criteria have been spelled out in Section III.

2.3 Although impressive, the absolute figure mentioned above is meaning-
less unless related to a common benchmark or disaggregate4 by education or
country type. The common benchmarks are the country's per capita income, ,

gross domestic product or total sta budget. Xhe diaogregation usually
refers to a.country's level of economic opment, the level of educatiouty
the expenditure refers to, or the between- subject division of, say, higher'
education. Althou4h the focus of the paper is this last division, we
present other figuies'as well by way of introduction.

. _

The Between Country Type Distinction

-:2.4 Table 2.1 shows two dramatic differences between more and less .

-developed regions in the distribution of public educational expenditure. The

first difference refrs to the fdct thSt 90% of the world expenditure in
ducation takes place in advanced countries. The trde resource share.of
ucation in advanced countries must be even higher, when the differential
portunity cost of schooling is taken into account. The second point to note
he similarity in the percentage of 0NloNgpent on education'between country
upss(see last column of Table 2.1). When expressed in relative terms,
0% expenditure share of developing countries amounts to 3.9% of their
whereas._ the corresponding figure in advanced countries is 5.7%. Clearly,

eloping countries put nearly as much effort as advanced countries into
ancing their educational systems.

". 10 I
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'Table 2.1: PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON EDUCATION BY REGION-
. AND AS APERCENTAGE OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

(1974)

RegiOn

'Percent of

World .Education =,

Expenditure

Gross
National
Product

North Amerida 35 6.6
Europe 147 5.4
Africa 2 '%4.2
Latin America 4 43
Asia 10 , 4.0
Oceania 2 6.3

Developed Countries 90 5.7
Developing Countries 10

A

World 100 5.5
$ .

Source: Un4sco (1977), Table 17.

The Between Educational ievel,Dietinction,

42 5 Table 2.2 presents the typical education budget allocation in a
f devploping countries. Although there exists side variation between
in ividual countries, primary education in developing countries typically
abs rbs about 40% to 50% of the educatiOn budget, whereas the shares of
seco dary and higher education are about one-quarter and one-fifth,
resp ctively.

2.6 This allocation pattern is the end result of the interplay between
'high.e rollments and-I-CW-Uhit cost'of the primary level on the one hand, and
low enr llments and high unit cost at the university level on the other
hand.

Table 2.2: THE ALLOCATION. OF PUBLIC RECURRENT

EXPENDITURE BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION
-(Percentage)

tk

.111)

Educational L6e1
aCountry Primary. Secondary Higher

Syria 39 25- 0 26
Senegal 46 34 20
Mexico 51 26 12
Colombia% 44 22 11
Ethiopia 44 31 14
Tanzania 43 19 10

Note: Per entages do no add to 100 because of expenditure on "other
es" of educati. n.

Source; orld.Bank (198 ) .

d.
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The Field of Study Distinction

- 7 -

4

, e

2.7 Published statistics on expenditure by field of study are
extremely scarce becatise the accounting of the spending unit (say,-the

''university).is performed at the.global level, many departments sharing
overhead costs (such as administration and libraries). Tri a later section.
of this paper we willpresent a compilation of micro cost, statistics at
the individual department or school leVel.

2.8 It is sufficient to present 'here some indirect evidence on the
allocation of funds by field of study, simply by looking atenrollmene.
data in these fields. Table 2.3 shows the percentage of university ,garollf-,

N, ments by field of study in aninternational cross - section. This table
reveals a striking similarity in the share of enrollments in different
fields of study around the world.

2.9 This ight be the result of a deliberate developing countries'}
policy of a 6- -4 bias in favbr 9f scientific and technical subjects,
implemented by ,a seriesof'infentiwes (such as grants and bursaries).to
attract students in such faculties. This policy was first officially
proposed and accepted by African governments at the first ministeral
leVel meeting held in Tananarive in 1962 (see the resulting Conference'
ReportUnesco, 1963).

Table 2.3: THE DISTRIBUTION AF UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT
BY FIELD O STUDY,, gID-1970S

(percentage) .

Subject .

Developed
Countries

Developing
Countries World

Humanities 17 19 19

Social Sciences 19 19

Sciences 10 10 10'

Law 6- 9 13
Education\ , 15 12 1.2

Engineering 11 11 11
Agriculture - 2 4 4

Medicine 12 9 10

,

it
Note: "World" includes,oil-producing countries. Figures do not add

vertically to roo because of "other" subject categories. .

a
4

Source:- Based on the "international cross- section sample," Appendix A.

ti
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Over Ti!me'Allocation Trends

?2.10 Table2.4, shows time trgnds in the allocation of educational
budgets by country type at five-year intervals. The percentage'of GNP
spent on education has increased steadily,"although developing countries
'are lagging behind the world average both in terms of level and growth
of expenditure. The fact thateceducational expenditure...1n developing
countries is not growing as fast as in advanced countries is more clearly
shown in the second panel of Table 2.4.

. The third'panel of the safe table shows the share of the
edualtional budget spent on- university education. Although this share
has slightly increased between 1970 _and 1976, it still remains, below
ond-fifth'of the public recurrent budget.7,Paradoxically,4there are no
diffeiencesin this;statistic betWeen developed and developing country
groups. .1/ ,

W, A

ir

Table 2.4: TIME TRENDS IN'EDUCATIONAL BUDGETS
.

. 1.960 1965 1970 1975 .

GNP spent on education
World (percent), 3.8 4.9' 5.4 5.5

' DeVeloping Countres 2.3 3.0 3.4 3.9

Public expenditure on*
education index,

World (1960 = ' lob, '140 200 320'
Developing Counegigs . 100 ,129 160 29Q

0 - Higher education share f
of the budget, .

World (percent) ,11 18

'4

.
Note: Lower panel based on "international cross-

section- sample," Appendix A.

Source': Top two pdnels based on Unesco,(1977),
Tables.17and 18.

17 For a related analysis see Lee and Psacharopoulos (1979).
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2.12 These world averages' might in fact conceal the actual trend
within individual countries. As an example, Figure 2 . 1 shows the evolution
of composition of enrollments in one AfricAn country (Sudan).. The cle.ri--
trend shown is that of an over 'time squeeze of arts-based general faculties
in favor of a simultaneous expansion of technically oriented sciences..
(see Appendix Table F.8). he Sudan is not a unique case in this respect:
As shown Table 2.5 enrollments in vocational university faculties in
East Africa, such es agriculture and engineering, have grown much faster
than. in general faculties:

4

5

FIGURE 2.1 The.Time Trend of University Intake by Subject

go

cf;

O

3500

3000

25

2000

1500

1000

500

0

in the Sudan, 1969-73

1.1111

1 41111

r

1:Arts.based

Scoencebased

101.1.1

01.

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Source Sanyal and Yacoub (1975). p 79
;

World Bank r. 21702
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Table 2.5: ENROLLMENT OF TANZANIANS AT THE UNIVERSITY
*OF EAST AFRICA BY SUBJECT, 1965 AND 1975

.

Faculty 1965

Agriculture 18 .

Engineering ' P
-f B. Se. (General) 48

, ..

Law 61

1975. Growth
index
(190 = I00)

293 1628

234 371

119 Ne 248

107 )175

Source,: .Sanyal et al. (1977), .p. 104.

And it is not only at the tertiary level that the vocational-
technical bias has been at its forte. The "sixth-form," i.e. the last
year of secondary schools-feeding the universities in."the British-based
educational. Systems, has been science - biased as well. Asln example,

-.consider the case of Tanzania (Table 2.6) where the share ot, enrollment
in arts subjects in the sixth-form has gradually trickled down from about%

'50 per cent in'1961 to nearlyhone-quarter in 1975.

Table 2.6: 'THE CHANGING COMPOSITION OF ARTS VERSUS
..SCIENCE IN THE SIXTH-FORM, TANZANIA

Year Arts as percentage
of total enrollment,

1961 47
1970 39
1975' 26

Source; Appendix Table F.9

15
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2.14 Cases such-as the ones documented above are typical of chat
has been happeting around the developing world since the early, 1960s°

'based on an intuitive imitation of the Western "techno-dtructure" for.
accelerated ec9nomic growth.

The World Bank Lever

2.15 Although the allocation of the education budget is a given
country's decision, the World Bank lending policy might have an indirpct
effect on the way educational funds are spent in some developing countries.
The reason is that a Bank decision to, 'day, prOvide a loan for the construc-
tion of a technical rather than a general secondary school in codntrY X, .

later entails 44higher'budgatary recurrent expenditure for technical
education.

2.16 Table 2.7 presents the distribution, of World Bank education °
lending by level and curriculum type. Although the numbers fluctuate a
lot because of particular loans is particular years (right four columns),
one general trend is an increase in the share oif 1.9.f.pssitowards technical
and agricultural curricula. Whereas isinthe mV1960s general and
vocational curricula had an,pqual share in the composition of educational
loans, the balance had been heavily tipped to the technical side by'the
late 19/0s.

Table 2.7: DISTRIBUTION OF. WORLD BANK .LENDING BY
LEVEL OF EDUCATION AND CURRICULUM TYPE

(percentage)

4

Educaiichal,Level.
or Curriculum Type 1963-69 ' 1970-74- 197-78 1976. 197 19781979

A
.

Primary
Secondary
Higher

.

Generalwand -

Comprehensive
Technical and
Agricultural

`a/
- .

84

12

-44

. 44

..0 t,

---,5_,

, 50'

'40

42
.

45

'14

42

'27

,

. 34

53

.

:,

_

,. _14

48

23

40

47

Q

18

41
19

24

50

_ 12

. 32

44 ,

25'

60

15

'38

37

24
, ,

58

Note: ?ercentages do not add up to 100 because of the exclusiOn of
conformal education and other curricula types.

at Curriculum split up, as defined by the World Bank.

Source: Education Department, M:irld Bank.

1G
p
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2.17 Could:it:12e that theWorld Bank's education lending policy
4tacitly supports the view that it is engineering and technical education
that contribute to economic development? 1/ In the affirmative case
one has to question the scientific base of this common view;\ a subject
to be discussed later in this paper.

-00

4
e

1/ At least, this has been the stated objective of- the 1974 Education
Sector Paper: '''In the future ... a decrease for' ... higher education
is projected. Lending for general education ... will decline and
support for technical education will remain ... See World Bank 4/4
(1974), -p.. '59. , a

Y.

1 7
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SECTION III

THE CRITERIA OF SOCIAL. CHOICE Ili EDUCATION

In the pievious section we documented a more or less clear
trend away from 'general and towards technical-vocational subjects at.the
university and pre - university levels. In order.to judge whethgr this
trend is in the desired directiontone must spell out normative criteria
of choice.

ly

3.2 The traditional economic criteria for evaluating any proptt
that affects the'community, are its efficiency, equity and employment
effects. However, in the'casellef university education we must expand
this list, to include the so-called soc161"demand satisfaction and
flexibility benefits. These terms are explained below.

The Social Well -being Function

3.3 To formalize the treatment it is assuedthat social well -)-.
being (or the prosperity 'of the nation) is a function of a series of
arguments, 1/ i.e.

Social well-being = f(Xl, X X3, X4, X5, )

where X
1

is efficiency

X
2

is equity

X
3*

employment

X
4

is social demand satisfaction

X5 ,is flexibility benefits
. .

'g is a set of o ther unmeasurable arguments.

Any project, educational-or other, is.bound tp affect specificarguments
in the right hand side othis function.. The questions that arise are:

(a) In what direction is a given effect? (e.g.; does it

increase or .decrease efficiency?). This is a sign problem.
4. .

(b). What isthq;quantitative dimension of the effect? (e.g.

does it Increase efficiency by a large or by a smoll
amount ?); This is a size prOblei.

, .0 4 1--, ,

; /

(c) Holi.does one treat trade-offs between arguments in the above:-
( function? (e.g. when efficiend/ increases by a large amount

but equity diminishes). This is a weighting problem.

I/ The term "social well-being" is used instead of the more accepted,
economic jargon -of "social welfare" because Of the extended list
of arguments in the right h9nd side and,in order to avoid the many
,Connotations "welfare" may have,

. '18a 4



3.4 -:° The last problem is at the same time the hardest and easiest
to solve; for given' the fact that interpersonal comparisons of utility
are impossible at least iaa'scientific way, i.e., what I like might not
be what you and others like, the final choice-might be done in°au arbitrary
way by'the politicians in powerv'Thus a conservative party might favor
an educational project that increases efficiency at the expense of some
equity, whey as a labof party might opt'for.another project that has the
oppolite s 1 effects.

\
_

. 3.5 In view of this political normative choice what remains for
the analystis the documentation of the Signand size of a project's
partial effecti on the different arguments of the social wall-being
function. 0

'

.3.6 Thissis exactly what we try to do in this pdper regarding higher
education, in general, and the vocational-technical orientation of the
curriculum, in particular.' In the remainder of this section'we shall try
to summarize the state of our knowledge in this area and in the following
sections we shall bring together additional data to throw light on the
issues at stake.

.Efficiency

3.7 The term "effici ncy" has at least two different meanings when
used in educatiOn. One aga ing refers to the internal efficiency, of an
educational institution to e ucate the pupils and. turn out its graduates.
The other meaning refers to the external efficiency of'the.institution,
e.g.'how its graduates fit in the social setting after they leave school,
in comparison with thereaources used,while in school. 21

,

3.8 EAtertal efficiency is a stricter test than internel4fficiencY
simply becausethe latter does not necessarily imply the former. For
example, a given school might be very efficient at turning out graduates,
yet its graduates might not be well rewarded in the labor market; thus not
passing the external efficiency"test.

3.9 Here we 'are interested in both the internal and external effi-
ciency of educational establishments. Internal efficiency is usually
analyzed by the "cost-effectivenpss" technique, whereas external efficiency
.by the"cost-benefit" technique. The first technique compares differential
costs for producing a given output, whereas the second technique pays
attention to both costeand the kind of output produced.

3.16 Another distinctibn regarding external efficiency "Isthat'it
can be analyzed by means of micro or macro-Vonomic analysis. Micrb
analysis is performed at the (typical).student or graduate ltvel and

1/ The analytical tool for studying internalldficiency is the
'ad= tional pro4u4 function," e.g., see Hanushek (1979).

I/ For the conceptual origins of this approach, see Becker, (1964).1
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takes the'form 'of the "net present value!' or the "rate of return" to
investment ina given level or kind of educational institution
.(Psachiro0ufas, 1973). Macro analysis,on the other hand takes the
farm of'education's'contfibutcon to the country's. economic growth tate
`(Deiliaon', 1967). Since macro-efficiency must be founded on micro-
efficiency, the emphasis in this paper will be on the latter.

_ 3.11 What do we know of the social efficiency effects of education?
Regarding the three main educational levels we know well that the lower

. levels are much more cost-efficient relative to the higherlevels.
What is perhaps not so obvious, is the fact that there exist tremendous
differences between developed and less developed countries in the relative.
cost structure: whereas in advaiced countries, one university student
costs 18 times as much as a primary school student, the corresponding
figure is 88 in developing countries (set Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: THE RELATIVE SOCIAL COST STRUCTURE .

BY EDUCATIOAL LEVEL (PRIMARY = 1)

Country Type

Educational Developed
Level Countries

Intermediate Developing
Gauntries

02' I

Primary 1 1 1
Secondary 7 7 12

Higher , 18 21 88

Source: Blaug (197i,gp. 24. ,

,

3.12 Of course the differential inpUt structure means little unless
pne puts a p ice on the output as well and thus arrives at an.external
efficiency measure of education. What we know on this front is that the

'lower lavelmf education are more efficient relative to the bigher levels;
and that the 4conomic returns of education are higher in the developin
countries group (see Table 3.2). .-

4,

20

1
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Table 3.2: THE SOCIAL RETURNS 10 EDUCATION

BY.COUNTRYTYPE;
(percentage)

°

Developed P Developing
Educational Level World Countries , 4' Countries .

:1
a

Primary ;750 at . > 50 .

i

Secondary '14 '10 5
'

.

,,..

Higher 11 $
4- 9 12 .

a/ It isdifficult to make estimates of the returns to edukation in
advanced countries because of the lack of a control group.

SoUrce: Pscharopoulos, (1973), p. 67.
.

Equty

3.13 There exist severqi ways by which the provision of education
contributes to equality-'(or inequality) in a given society. In the first
place it affects upward social mobility and hence,it helps particular
_population groups to move occupationa4y or geographically in the desired
direction from the point of view of national well-being. Tag fact has
been wellrdommented in both industrial and non-industrial countries.
Consider as an'ekample,the United Kingdom case Tepicted in Figure 3.1'

,

) where upward (or downward) social mobility Agnificetly relates to tiny (

differences in educational attainment. AlSo, consider the Ugandan case" '

depicted in Figure 3,2 where educational variables (attai ent level and -
academic performance) are associated witli large path-coef Jt iciehts leading

. .to Oczupational attainment. .4
. -

.F1GURE 3.1 Social MObility and Education in the United Kingdom

Father- Son

Note: Numbers on the arrows are mean years of schooling of5noingsons

Source: Psacharopoulos 118181, p. 432

4,
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FIGURE 3.2 Occupational.Attainmen't an Education in Uganda

Note Nurrters on the arrows are path coefficients

ource Heyneman and Currie 11979). p 91, Figure 5.

9

.9 ; a

O

O
-. acrid Bank 21709

3.14 'The second effect of educatio n equity is via,chaftgee of the
earnings structure or the number of pe le belonging to agiven income
class. In praCtically every society n the wofld-thete exists a peat
stratification of earnings by educat onal level. *,As ShOwn in Table 3.3,
differences in earnings are more pronopued in'developiag countries.

Table 3.3: INCOME DIFFERENCES BY CMCAIIONAL LE\EL
AND COUNTRY tYPE

(Index,.primary
t,

- - AU
.

. .

Educational Level ' Developed
.

Stintriag-1.9,Allevel-opings COuntfies

.

4

Primary 100 ,
.

'Secondary 140
..

Higher 219

"100, °

° 239

639
,s11111110.

T.'. . -
...

4ource: Psacharopoulos (1975), p. 167. . .
,

L 4 -

i

3.15 What this structure means is that by providing -more education to, .

sayl,e primary school graduate, this per-son moires to the spcondaiy'school'
category with higher earnings and hence income distribut.ion changes, The
impact, of educdtion one income distribution is likeli'to be stronger in .

.developing countries because of the larger earnings.differentials associated
irith education. A ,

N./

al
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3.16 The impact of education on income distribution has been exten-
sively researched in both the industrial and non-industrial world. Thus,
the grand conclusion of Mincer's (1974) work for the United States is -
that human capital'variables 'account for as muck as-50% mf the variance
of logarithmic earnings (which is a measure of income distribution).
This findins has been moreor less confirmed, in a number of other
countries (Psacharopoulos'1977c, andPsacharopailoss and Layard 1979).

3.17 6till ancither'class of analyses relating to the impact of school-
, ins on equity are the ones -known as the "Hansen and Weisbrod" (1969) type.
Thesetrelate the social cost of financing higher education to "who pays
for.it." Initial analyses.have shown that the present system of finance.
of higher education is inequitable in the sense it results in a net trans-
fer from the poor to the rich. However, this proposition cannot be gener-
alized since 4n developing countries the direct tax base is relatively
smal1 d therefore the Hansen-Weisbrod argument might not appry. Also,
later e fdence has been rather mixed (see Pechman, 41970 and .Jallade, 1974).

Em

3.18
IN di e tly

ploYment i
unemployme
treatment to

The/employment argument of the social well-being function links
or could be relegated) to the efficiency argument, since unem-

tantamount to inefficiency. However, 'the tremendous rise of
t throughout the world since the early1970s has lead to the

the employment problem as an issue on its own.

at education is. somehow related to employment is shown in
ere one observes &clear bulge of unemployment co es
'school graduates. There have beeriattempts to explain this .

ither in economic,, supply and demandiLpismatch'Iterms'or in
"aversion for manual ork': terms (see ILO, 1971).

bli 3.4: ViTEMPLOYMENT.RiltS BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
(percentage)

-\ 3.19
Table 3.4
to seconda
,phenomenon

sociologica

T

/

Country

Colombia
., Argentina

Venezuela
India
Sri Lanka
Malaysia
Syria
Kenya
Iran ,

flliterates Primary'
, .

Secondary Higher

x,1:8,1 15.3 14.9 13.2
3.8 4.3 3.3
4.3 7.0 10.2 2.3
1.2,. 2.7 7.0 2.8

'7;1 n.a. 11.18 2.3
10.4 19.5 30.9 15.5
4.3 n.a. 11.7 u 4.4

21.0 21.0 1,3.o 17,0
10.0' 8.1 13.0' 2.6

Source: Psacharopoulog (197'5), p. 156.

"`

r .

.
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3.20 But b'eybv.d its incidence, unemployment has another important '

_dimension, which is duration. .Statistics on this issue and hoW it
relates to education are still very_scarce. What-seems to be known,
however, is that unemployment is heaviest among the young, andsthat
higher education graduates might search for a long period before accept-

.
ing a'jobt This behavior has again been explained on economic, private
cost-benefit grounds '(see Blau& et-al. 1969).

!'

Social Demand

3.21 Education'is not only provided for manpower creation. A signif-
icant eta overlapping component of it takes the form of consumption,
benefits over.the educated person's lifetime.. Even in the face of wide- ,

spread uhemployment among graduates, some prOspective students might wish
to take their chance:- Or, some people, especially women, may wish to
obtain a given degree although they might have nb intentiq whatsoever
of participating in the labor force. This individual presure is known
in to literature as "social demand for education,"` although in our
particulat context we may wall label it "freedowto-choose" for the student 4

and his family.

3.22 Social demand has risen world wide, partly because of rising
incomes and expectations. Several gomernMents have been obliged to insti-

. tute a numerus clausus given their inability to finance,an expanded .

,educational system. Table 3.5 shows the degree of difficulty of entering
a university in a number of countrier Of course this difficulty is higher
the less developed the country. .

Table 3.5: UNIVERSITY ENTRANTS AS A PERCENTAGE-OF"
4'

APPLICANTS

1

Country
\.J Entrance Ratio

Brazil
.

33-;
Chile 42
France- . 61
Great Britain 4 50
Greece 25
India 34
Iran 15
Israel 72

Japan --- 24
New*Zealand 63
Pakistan st. 40'

Senegal 43
Vietnam 4 '33

Source: Psacharopoulos (1077b), p. 74.

-3.13 SbCial demand satisfa on has been bOth a substantive problem_as
we J. as a modern political goa throughout the wOld. Since no educational
policymoker can ignore this fac or, we have elevated it to a separate argu-,
went -in the social well-befng'ilun on.
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.

3.24 The world we live in'keeps anging.at an ever accelerated pate.
J New machines dethrone old machines a the silicon chip tevolution is

still underway with yet unpredictable social effects. In view of the
uncertainty of future technological change, human resources mustIlipe such c

as to quickly adapt to changed demands. l/, Rigid preparation for a fixed
occupational role is a thing of the past. 'Today,,,the antis is on the
educational system to turnout flexible,. aaaptable men and women to fit
a continuously changing world.

.
. _ .

-3.25 This is a recurring issue in the literature and there certainly
does not exist a generally accepted operational solution on how to achieve
this. We shall come back to this issue when discussing the relative merits
of different subjects in Section VII. Suffice it to mention here that the
degree of an educational policy's contrAbution to human resources flexibil-
ity..-is a must-item in a country's social well-being function. Of Cour4e,
"flexibility" might be considered as just the other side of "employability."
However, I have choien to discuss the two concepts "separately as*.t,o_make
explicit the importance of career changing possibilities of given higher.
education subjects.

\ .

4.

:4

sr '

10

1/ For,some analytical indications of where the] world is heading, see
'0E041979).

-
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SECTION-IV.

AN ANATOMY OF UMIVERSITY COSTS

4.1
*
Although educational costs represent only one side of the

balance et drawn. up for making school investment decisions, they, are
a majbr tem to be- considered befOre ahy such decision is taken. There
exist o main reasons for this.' In the first plebe, the other,.side of
the balance sheet, i:e.,the educational benefits, is too elusive and

ow
be altogether neglected. This is serious in itself,.but this is

ow educational policy.has proceeded for centuries. To put it in modern
terms, the technique of cost - effectiveness analysis is used instead of
cost-benefit analysis. 'SecOnd, every government in the world operates

' under a budget conttraint.' Regardless of the size andnaturetof benefits;
an'pducational project will not be implemented unless the funds exist.,
Therefore, cost scrutinization'and analysis of the,true social resource
burden associated with school expansion or creation of new facilities .

is of primordial importance in educational planning.

Mast Cost?

.2 The reason the word "true" was underlined in the previous
s ptence id th4t there exist several kinds of Costs, 4nd one should pe
e eremely cereful what cost to use for what purpose. For example, if
onf is considering the capacity expansion of a particular school, does
one look at'the average or the marginal, cost, the direct or theindirect
epos , the accounting or the opportunity,cost, the public or the private
cost the ex -post or.the ex-ante cost, the fixed or the variable'Cost?
sOr, erhaps, some.other kind of cost? 1/ No one would disagree that

t
costs in edpcational planning should 1)s reckoned-in real rather than
'nominal terms, However* there are two different (and Cumulative) wept
one can assess the real cost of education. The obvious one, in tracing
cost developments over_time, is to correct fOr inflation. -The other
one, especially when making cross-country comparisons as thqseattempted

J below, is to relate the-deflated cost to the particular country's real
resources. A US$2,066 ct per universityfitudent in a develong
country represents a much bigger.claim On'Tts resources relative to a ,

'similar nominal cost in ,a developed country. Hence, a per capita
income--deflated cost per ,student might refer to a more demanding concept
of "real" cost of higher education and it is in this Sense it will be
'used later in this'psper.

4.3 The two key issues we are interested in,in this paper are,
first, are there returns to scale from university expansiNlimmely,.
does the real social cost per student decrease as enrollment increased?
Second, are therany signifidant differences in costs by,field of
specialization, or, n what subjects could university expansion take
place at a minimal_ otst? In the remainder Of this section we shall
look at evidence ,the returns .to scale associ 'ated with university
expansion. The i section presents evidence on'the cost of the

university subject mix. ,-

1/1 For theoretical and empirical analyses of educational,costs, see'
Coombs and Ha]Aak .(1972); IMF (1972) ; Vaizey, litbal..(1972);
Bottomley (1972); and Verry and Davies_ (1976),

2.'6
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Returns to Scale From University Expansion \

4.4 Evidence =the behavior of ,unit costs as student numbers in
'higher education rise can come frip two basic sources: first,
international cross-sectional data, and, second, within a given country
time-series data. Although our main interest is dtveloping countries;.,
cost figures from developed. countries have also been included for two
reasons. First, on the macro analysis (i.e. returns to scale) developed
countries' figures give an order of magnitude of where developing countries
head to. Second, on the micro analysis, developing country data might
be more reliable on the relative cost structure by subject.

A. International Cross-Section Evidence.

4.5 . Let us start from the Unesco data. These have the great dis-
advantage of low comparability across countries becAuse of differential
definitions of:higher education and coverage (e.g., the lost sometimes
refeis only to central government expenditure). Howe7ter, they:have-die
advantage of sample size and are useful at least for establishing world
wide patterns.

4.6 On the basis of Unesco's Statistical Yearbook 1977 and earlier
years, it was possible to compile cost and higher education enrollment
data for 83 countries (see AppendiX A). The data mostly refer to year
1975. However, in some cases it was necessary to go back as far as 1970
in ordei toimatch enrollment data. to cost data. 'The cost data refer
only to recurrent expenditure because the capital expenditure proved too
erratic from year to year in order to make posSible a-meaningful statisti-
cal analysis. On the basis of.these data the following variables were
constructed,:,'

t

AC, the average cost per student in higher education in
US dollars calculated as

ACT= (Total education budget in local currency)USBARE
(E) Exchange rate

:where USHARE is the. share of the education
budget spent on tettiaz5, education and
E is tertiary level enrollment

AC .The "real cost" per student, where Y is thecountry's
y per capita income.. This variable was constructed in

order to obtain a realistic proxy of the true cost.
per university student relative to the country's
resources, and

ER, the tertiary level enrollment ratio.

-The ,total sample of'83 countries has been divided into 58-- -

developing countries, 18 developed countries (as a control group),,and
' 7 countries (according to World Bank Tables, 1976)

' y

27 .
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4.7 Table 4.1 gives a few summary statistics by country i6up. The
a+ `rage cost per university 1/ student appears to be three times as high
in developed countries relative to developing countries. However,, when
one deflates by per capita income, the real (in this sense) cost per
student in developing countries.ig about seven times relative to developed
countries. .

4
Rr

Table 4.1: COST PER STUDENT AND'ENROLLMENT: ,

. CROSS-COUNTRY AVERAGES

Cost per i
1

' Student

l'' (in per Percentage
Cost per capita Enrollment Spent on Number

Country Student income 0 Ratio University of
Group (in US$) terms) % Education Countries

AC AC/Y ER TJSHARE

Developed
Countries

Developing
Countries

- .

Oillwoducing
Counties

All Countries

3449
.

1138

14647

.

1935

.8

5.6

3.1

4.3

%

23.4

,.....

4.7

.

6.9

9d:0

17.5

e

14.9

20.5

16.0

18

158

' 70*

83

Source: Based on the "International Cross-Section" in Appendix A.

1/ "Unidersities" is used here as' a shorthand notation for "third level
education" to which the Unesco data actually refer.

28
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4.8 There is,an important preliminary message coming out of these
aggregate international statistics: although it appears that university
expansion is associated with increasing unit costs, the opposite is true
when the real cost per student is taken into account (see Figuie 4.1).

/
4.9 A look at the scatte ram showing th'e position of individual
deNeloping countries reveals a eat L- shaped pattern (see Figure 4.2').

4.10 '

The apparent existence of returns to scale has been: tested by
fitting cost functions to different country groups.

4.11 Two basic alternative specifications of cost functions have
been used or combinations of them:

(4'4) AC
i
= f (E Z

i
) and

(4.2) AC
(-i)i = ; (ERi, Z4' )

..N,

\...)

.

/-i

v:Tfiere Z
i
stands. for the i

th
country's standardizing factors.

a

0

29



FIGURE 4.1= The Behavior of Real Versus Nominal Cost Per Student:
The Developing Country_ Position Compared to Developed Country
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FIGURE 4.2 Average Cost. Per Student and Level of Enrollmeqt
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4.12 The first specification aboye corresponds to the textbook concept
of returns to scale (i.e. average c st per student against'the scale of
enrollments). The second specificat on is more demanding and'perhaps more
appropriate to the data used.. The returns to scale" in this case refer
to the possible decline of the real cost .per,student (in per capita income
terms) following an increase of the enrollment ratio (rather than absolute
enrollment). I consider specification (4.2) to be more sensitive re4tive
to specification (4.1), since countriesdifferin many respects other than
those cierVoted by Z, and the use of AC/Y and ER pro/Ides an effective
standardization before thp two variables are regressed against each other.
Furthermore, it is easier to interpret the results of- specification (4.2)
for prediction purposes, as done below.

4.13 All specifications gave meaningful and statistically significant
results, the,cetails of which are reported in Appendix Tables A.2 and A.3. .
When .all countries were used in the regregsions, a DC ,= 1 dummy (if a country
belongs* to th developed country group and 0 otherwise) and a Year 1975 =
1 dummy (if t e country's data refer to 1975) were included (Column 2).. For
greater reli ility, however, cost functions were fitted strictly within the
developing countries' 1975 data group (Columns 3 to 5). Also, total un ver.7
sity enrollment was used as an alternative to tuniversity enrollmen ratio
(Column versus Column 4). And since inspection of the scattergrams evealed
a nonlinear relationship between costs and enrollment, enrollment squared (ER2)
and 1/(2.ER) terms were. introduced in the cost functions for improved statis-
tical fit. The results could be summarized as follows.

4.14 , The real cost dependent variable specification (TablA'A.3) gave
,much better results than the nominal cost specification (Tattle A.2). When
the real cost fusion was fitted to the whole sample of countries
(Table A.3,'Column 2) the enrollment variable had the expected negative
sign and was statistically significant at the 99% level of probability.
What this means is that the higher blie enrollment ratio, the low7r.the real
cost per university student (t - ratio 3.85).

4.15 The fit improves dramatically by restricting the function -to 1975
developing countries' data. The university enrollment ratio alone explains
nearly one-third of the variation of the real cost per studeht (Table A.3,

_Column 3).

4.16 The use of the hyperbol4sphcificaion

4AC =a+bl
2.ER

led to an explanation, of 45% of the variation of the cost per university
student in per capita income terms. Given the nature of the data, this must
be considered a surprisingly good fit.

4. the use of straight average cost against straight enrollment (E,
in thousands), enYollment-squared an per capita income'(Y/P, as a crude
standardization for the host of "othte factors in which ctuntrieq differ)
gave the following resu t:

\
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.AC = 1202 - 3.5E + 1.16
-6

(10 I)E
2
+ .742 (7y ,..), R. = .212, N = 83

(2.17) (2.21). (4.26) '

where enrollment level variable (E) has the expected negative sign and is
statistically significant (x - ratios in parenthesis).. This empirical
result corresponds to ,a documentation of a textbook case of returns to
scale. /

-. A Simulation of the Expected Returns to Scale

4.18 The estimated cost functions have been used to smooth out the
scattergrams and simulate the behaviotof.university costs as enrollment
expands. Table 4.2 shows, the predicted cost values corresponding to
different enrollment ratios. The cost per student in per capita income
terms declines dramatically after, say, an enrollment ratio of 2% to 3%
and steadies out thereafter (see Figure 4.3). This corresponds to the
level of enrollment in countries like Zambia, Congo, Pakistan, Nepal,
Mauritius, Morocco, El Salvador and Cambodia. Figure 4.3 portrays a near
textbook case of falling average cost. Whitt this means is that university
expansion in countries as those listed above is likely to be associated
with a much lower unit cost in per capiti income terms. It should also
be noted that when average cost is falling the marginal cost per 'student
is lower than the average cost.47 Increasing re5gTns to scale have also

.been documented in the case of primary and stnndary schools .(see Chesswas
and Hallak, 1972).

Table 4.2: PREDICTED COST PER STUDENT AND ENROLLMENT RATIO
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (1975)

Enrollment ,

. .

Ratio Average Cost per StUdent Average Cost per Student
.(percentage) (in US dollars) in per Capita Income Terms

401
(1) (2)

3.
.

1995 .
'.1 7.54

. 17 5.23
3 4.46
4 1 "4.09
5 1004 3.85

-6, 829 ..

3.69
7 684 3.58
8 569' 3.50
9 483 3.44

10 426 ' ( 3.39
11 399 3.34
12 401 3.31

Source: Coltmon,"(2), predicted according to Function (5), Table A-2.
--CoIumn :(3), predicted according to,Functicin (5), Table A-3.
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FIGURE 4.3 Average Cost Per Student as a Function of the Enrollment Ratio
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,FIGURE 4.4 Real Cost Per Stridentas a Function of the Enrollment Ratio
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4.19 Several-additional experiments were concluded such as excluding
from the regressions countries-where the educational expenditure_refers
only to the central goveinment. Also, alternative algebraic specifics ns

were tried of the basic cost fbnction. The results of these experiments,
however, were not in any significant way different from those presented .

above. Therefore, we may conclude this subsection with the following
propositiOn: cross -country evidence points to the existence of substantial
iefluction in university unit costs as the student body increases.

.

B. Within Country tvidence.

4.20 -.Another way of documenting returns to scale is by obseiving the
evolution of the cost per student within a given country as university '

enrollment rises (of course, af er correction for inflation). Appendix B
presents such time series for ine countries. In spiteof cost fluctuatiori
in the case of a few countri s, the clear picture that emerges, is that of
a,falling cost per student in constant prices. This is depicted in
Figure 4,5 for the case of, Ghana.

FIGURE 4.5 The Trend of Cost Per Student in Ghana, 1957'5
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Source: Table 8,1 o

4.21 Table-4.3 summarizes the information contained in Appendix B.
An annual increment in enrollments of 'about 12% is associated with a fall
of 5% iunit cost,. The only two recorded exceptions-are minor, and a
developed country-case *(France) confirms the general trendObserved in°4°
developing countries. 1/

t.

. ','- .
. .

_-1 for very detailed, returns to scalte analyses .in the United Kingdom
and the United Statet, see Pickford, (1975) and Carnegie Comassidn

(PM.
.q.A'

1
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Table 41.3: AVERAGE ANNUAL CHANGE IN THE REAL COST PER STUDENT
AND ENROLLMENT IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

(percent)

Coirntr!r Period Enrollsterit, Change Cost Change

Ghana 1957-75
Egypt 1957-75
Mexico '1161-75

oo Thailand 1954-64
Kenya 1968-70
Zambia ° 1969-73,5°
Pakistan. ,

'1964-75
.

.

/ Average,

above countries

France 1964-78
0

. 8.2 - 9.2
9.5 0.2

. 1

::4 0r

- 0.8
0.1

"20.4
21.5

o

- 8.6
-. : 8.4 -6.3.
,

+12.5 -'5.1'
411A4' *

+ 6.9 - 2.6,
Note: "Real" cost here refers tb nominal cost/cost of living index.
Note: Average annual rates of change have been computed on the basis of

the two extreme calendar observations.
Source: Appendix 1.

°

4.22 Here-is another example from.a wintry at an intermediate level
of development. .The institution of a number of new universities in Portugal

in
the early 1970s provides a ciinAcal case- of the operation of returns to

scale (see Table 4.00: As enrollmihts:iultiplied by nearly15 times in
a our year period, the cost pei4.stuant in real terms dropped. to less6than,
one-fifth of its value, within this relatively shorty time span.

Table 4.4: -THE 86PTIME EVOLUTION OF THE COST PER STUDENT
6 AT THE "NEW":UNIVERSIT/ES IN PORTUGAL

0

Recurrent Cost
per Student Deflateci

I

I

Year
Number A
Students

. --(in.current

escudos)

-1975

1977

1979

of

'389

2,387

5,789,

-
323,751'

.213,612

.124%115

6,

Cost Index
°(1975 no%

100

<19

Source: Appendix Table C.39.
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4.23 One word of caution is in order at this pointl--The documented
fall'in unit costs might not only reflect returns to scale, but also a fall
in the quality of education provided by.'university instittktions. SitIce

some deterioration of quality might accompany rapid university expansion
(say, because of drained poolof good teachers), would be incorrect
to attribute,the full cost reduction to returns tb scale, especially in
Countries like POrtugal or'Egypt. But theie exists evidence for advanced
countries where one could reasonably argue quality has remaindd constant
while unit costs have decreased. .1/ w

0

.

a

4

ti

c 4

N`

4.,

1/ For example, see the detailed cost analyses conducted at the United
Kingdom, University of Bradford,. Dunworth and Bottomley (1974). It

is reminded, however, that it idextremsly,difficult to differentiate
between quality changes and returns to scale in the general economic
literature(se.g.GrIliches, 1964).

0
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SECTI9 V

COSTING THESUBJECT MIX

the p evious section we documented the fact that as university,
enrol eat expands the cost.per student.falls. "Enrollment" in that-case
referred to the student body-a§ a whole, not differentiated by the field
of specialization. The purpose of this section. is to, go deepef into the
analysis of University costs by reference to the subject orlaculty mix.
Are certain faculties cheaper than others, and if yes, by how much?

5.2 The issue is impoftant for a policymaker who might wish (say, oh _

Political grounds) to, expandithe capacity of higher education basd on
cost-effectiveness analysis(i.e., without reference to university benefits):
Is he going to expand the capacity of the -engineering schools or that of
social sciences? Knowledge of the relative cost structure will help him
to make an informed decision.

Subject Categorization

5.3, Upon embarking on an analysis of this_nature it is very tempting
to cluster fields of, specialization into different groups, such as general
versus technical. But whereas this distinction is easy at the secondary
educationaLlevel it becomes very difficult with reference to higher educa-
tion. The reason is that a given course pf study has many attribuieg, and
many of these atrributes overlap with those of-other subjects so as to make
-a'watertight dittinetion in this respect virtuallyimpossible. Consider
for example the' "vocationality" of a given subject, i.e. whether it leads
to a specific occupation, the degree of "technicality" involved in the
training, the' or not of laboratories, the nature of "licensing," if
any,, after graduation and the possibility of later in. life mobility-from
a non-career-specific education (e.g. limits) to a specific vocation

para-medical personnel) after following on-the-job training.

,5.4 Given this complexity-I have chosen to avoid in'this paper a
strict' categorization of subjects and instead.present the evidence for
individual fields of specialization (but see Bennett, Jr., 1967). After
all, the fields for which evidence exists are not that numeiou0or a
summary statistic to be.needed. The real issue aestake is.th%widespread.
belief that developing countries enrollments are heavily biased toward
subjects like law,t.humanities and social sciences at the expense of subjects
like' engineering and agriculture that are allegedly needed.for economic
develOPment.

The International Cross-section

5.5 The earlier described 83'country cross - section data base was, again
used to obtain a world pattern of the distribution-nf university enrollments
by field of'specialization. Table 5.1,shawa the mean percentage diAributiol\
of.enrOlLients in 'eight man faculties within country groups. This t4bie

r4.1_

1 .
o 37
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reveals the rather astonishing fact that thepe are no sharp differences
. in the share of enrollments by field qf study between deVeloped and

developing countries. The subjects Of social sciences, engineering and
sciences account for the same share of the student body in the 'developed
and developing country groups. Law and agriculture enrollments are more
heavily represented in developing countries, wheieAs medicine and eduga-
tion are somehow more pronounced in deVeloped countries.

Table 5.1:
0

'

.DISTREBUTION dF UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT BY
SUBJECT AND COUNTRY GROUP, INTERNATIONAL

CROSS-SECTION (PERCENTAGE).

Subject Developed Countries 2/
Developing Countries-

1/AIL=

Humanities 17 19. 19
Law . 6 \ - 9 8
SOCial Sciences 19 19 19

ucation - 15 12 12
Engineering 11 11 11
Agriculture 2 4 4
Sciences 10 10 10
Medicine '12 9 10 -1\

Notes: .1/ Excludes oil-producing countries.

2/ Includes nil-producing countries.
Source:arm:sec), International Cross-section(see Appendix A).

Within-country Evidence

5.6 Appendix C contains a compilation of.cost data in over thirty
countries where a subject differentiation was possible. Most data ref'r .

to developing countries, as this is the focus of the paper. However, =ome
developed countries cost cases have been included because of the great r
reliability of the figures and also. as an indication of the likely fu ure
direCtion of the university. cost structure in developing countries.

5.7 Table 5.2-summarizes some,Of the information contained in A
in the form'of relatiVe cost indices by field of specialization. Of
these indices are highly crude and are offered for the sake of data r
But all. indices point in one direction. Namely; subjects involving t
laboratories or readily leading to *licensed occupations are several
as expensive ,as non-vocational arts subjects.: This proposition is t
developed countries as well as in developing countries.

5.8 The corresponding relative cheapness of arts or social s'ci
applies to both recurrent a?d capital expenditures (seta illustrative
in Figures_5.1and 5.2) . ,
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Country

.
Esays

%
Thadand

Iran

India
tr .

Malaysia

Zambia

Indonesia ,

Singapore,

Noway , ,

Franca

United Ningdou

Developing
Countries
Average .

A. ^".
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Table 3.2: THE RICHER EDUCATION UNIT CC& 511113F1lItE BY SUBJECT

Hielar
-

Educ..aidu .
AI ;

u
u

Sublicts .
Y .u
u a

(In ax ea u. vt :1,Balsa

100 156 113

10e J 98 93 154

100 183 122 105

100 123

100 127 127

100 142 77

100 123
..

100 122

lop 96

100 191 116

100
..

137 124.

100 191 111 6 125

4

a :
0

.
O 0 ..

J ..,Uo
0, . u

u
. a

U co .
i

a U
4 f -04 ..

0 0

1 4 en VS
0

9 u
les .4

.

125

207

149

196

248

169

40

22 . 89*

.46 44

76b/

85c/

67 67 51

77

146 , Q . . 62d/

442 37 25

50 43 43

e.1 64

146 .50 67 53 73 51

60

69.1 .

Notes Cost refers to recurrwit expenditure unless otherviae indicated.
a/ Refers to fine arts.
V Refers to non-engineering bachelor's degrees.
t/ Refers to,non.smeittaring, agricultural or sedical stu4ants.v

Cost.includas foregone earning'.
4/ Befits to accountancy.
Sources Appendix C.

it

FIGURE 5.1 The Relative Recurrent Coit Per Student by Field of Study,
Zambia 1973
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Source: Table C.73
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FIGURE 5.2 The Relative Capital Cost Per Student
Flats in Asian Countries
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5.9 ,'The reason factilties such as agribultUre,,engineering and
sciences are more expensive than 'others is the' use of costly labbratory
t space and a lower stUdent-teacher,=ratio. (For dodumented examples
see Appendix C, especially Tables C.4, 0.9 and C.14.) .

e

5.143 The relatiVe expensiveness of the technical curriculum also
extends to the secondary level. Table 5:3 contains several country exam -'
plea where secon4aryteehni

as the second general
is on the average more than twice

e.as expensivl. stream, Also, in -his etildy of New'
York City High Schools, Tau ing (1968) documented "the lack of,subcess
of vocational training'in increasing the market productivity of the gradu- .

ates, despite the large incremental costs shown to be devoted to vocational
. training relatiVe ,to alternative high school programs" (p. 59). The same
conclusion was reached by Corazzini (1968) in his analysis of' vocational
versus general high schogs in Worcester, Massachusetts: "The program.
of vocational education r boys .... was, at best, only marginally_
profitable" (p. .120).- ,

4o

4
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Table 5.3: THE SECONbARY LEVEL UNIT COST

STRUCTURE BY,CURRICULUM TYPE

Country Secondary
as a whole

General., Technical

El Salvador
Malaysia
Papua New Guinea

. ...
,

100

100

100

77 .

n.a.

n.a.

152
350
321

Philippines 100 ,97 128
Indonesiaa/ 100 .68 132
Honduras- - 100 . 20 146
Sierra Leone 100 44 155
Selected Asian
countries a '
. . ,-.-

,

100 70 130

France 100 ,. 93 " 107

.-k
Average,mdeveloping

countries 100 63 154J C

.

Notes:- Cost refers to recurrent expeAditure unlgg otherwise indicated.
a:Refers to capital expenditure.

'Source: Appendix C

5.11 One special case worth mentioning is that of non-university post-
sediiindaryainstitutions. Asa rule of thuw.b, thes9 institutions are heavily
vocationally-oriented, mostly offer an agricultural curriculum and are very
-.,expensive, even.when compared with universities. 1/ These institutions are
relatively new and not enough data exists to compile for them'a table similar
to Table 5.2. However, a close examination of the Portuguese case may help
demonstrate the point. Table 5.4 shows that non-university status higher
education. institutions in Portugal have a higher unit cost than most upiver-
sitiesin the country, and that this unit cost nearly matches that of the
prestigious University of Coimbra.

1/ For ex'ample, the cost per student Place,of the two World Bank-financed
National Instituteivof Mechanical Engineering in Algeria (Setif and
.Tiaset) exceeds 30,000 in 1978 US$ (See Table C.24).

41:
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Table 5.4: COST PER STUDENT BY UNIVERSITY IN PORTUGAL, 1979

of

Institution
Recirrent cost
per student
(in escudos)

University of Coimbra
University of Lisboa.(claseical)
University of Porto
Technical University of Lisboa
Non-university higher education a/

46,498e
26,177

37,637
37,505
42,274

Notes: a/ The Institutions are: Instituto Superior de Engeneria
do Porto, Coimbra and Lisboa; Higher Institute of

'7. Accounting, and Adminstration in Coimbra, Porto, Aveiro
-and Lisboa; Practical Agricultural School at Sentaria,'
Evora and Coimbra; Higher Institute of Business Studies.

Source: ;Appendik C. l
0

5.12 Reference to Table 5.5 sHows that these institutions are not only
expensive, .but also the law of returns to scale operates in reverse with
respect to them. A drop in enrollmentsj:setween 1975 and 1979 in these
institutions resulted; in a nearly threefold' increase in unit costs.
Appengg C also gives evidence on the relatiye cost structure by subject
in.selected advanced countries. These data permit a 'finer distinction
`between marginal cost and average costby subject.

Table 5.5: ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT AT THE,NON-UNIVERSITY
POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS,-PORTUGAL

1

YeLir

Number of,.
student&

Cost per
. student

(in escudos)

Real
Cost.

Index

A

1975 13,431 5,885 100
1976 12,057 11;802 167
1977 11,664 20,900. 238
1978 ' 9,915 30,231 297
1979 8,917 p,274 n.a.

Source: As in Table 5.4.'

..
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Some Developed Countries Evidence

5.13 The developed countries, data presented in Appendix C confirm the
-cciat structure revealed in developing countries', namely the cost of science-
related subjects is a multiple of arts-related subjects, (e.g. see Tables
C.32 and C.37). Marginal cost is lower than average cost; reflecting
returns to scale within' subject areas (see Table' C.5). One result is
especially worth pointing at: the cost per student of social sciences is
not only lower than, say, engineering, but also -its marginal cost is a
smaller fraction of average cost (see Figure 5.3), and what is essentially
the same thing, the .average cost curve drops faster in the case of social
sciences relative to engineering (see Figure 5.4),

Figure 5.3 The Relationship Between Average and Marginal Cost
Per Student by Subject, United Kingdom 1969

ElAveiage Cost

0Mariinat est

Source: Table C .35

Social
Sciences

Engineering

-

Figure 5.4 The Time Trend of the Cost Per Student for Two
Selected Subjects; United Kingdom

£.2000

Civil Engineering

Social Sciences

I 1 . I
1967 '1970

Source Table C .37

Year

43

1982

World Bank 24705
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5.14 This section's conclusion is that expansion of university
faculties such as.social sciences, humanities and arts is considerably
cheaper relative to engineering and agriculture. However, this is.only
one-half of the whole picture, i.e. one must examine university benefits,
a subjdct to which we now turn-

41.
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SECTION VI ,

EVALUATING THE UNIVERSITi.§ENEFITS

Qr

4

6.1 , A university could be, described as a multi-product firm. This
"firm" produces instruction, research, socialization, certification, and
has other myriad social functions. Evaluation of its "output" becomes'
extremely complex starting from the taxonomic point of view.

6.2 Some of thebenefits produced might be private whereas others
' might be social. Benefits,. whether private and/or social, might be
overlapping, ap in the case of instruction and research. The benefits
might directly affect a group of people in society, but there might
exist second'round (spill-over) indirect effects. Sots benefits might
be of a short-run-character whileothers might have lasting implications.
And a substantial part, of benefits might be non-monetary (see Michael,
1981).

6.'3 In vieW'of this multiplicity of diiensions, the solution adopted
in this paper is 'to divide the*university benefits into two categories:
those benefits that are-more.or less quantifiable, and the rest. Whereas
the magnitude of the former.could be somehow assessed, the rest would enter
the calculus at a qualification. For example, if the instructional output
of a university could be assessed,at US$50 million, then the total output
must be well in excess of this figure when one includes the difficult to
quantify research output.

'6.4 A quantifiable benefit does not have to be in terms of dollatt:
or rupeet. If the provision of 10,000 extra university places will cheat
the employment situation of graduates by 2%, this is another figure that

-has-to enter the.quantifiable side of the,calculus. The same argument
43/44 _applies to the income distribution effects of university provision.

:

6.5 In what follows we shall look at two main empirical entitles in
order to trace, -out the quantifiable' university effedts; graduate earnings
and employment conditions. This will be done at twblevelsrfirst for the
university as a whole, and second, by field of specialization.

'Why Earnings?

6.6 That one should examine the employment conditions of graduates in
assessing the quantitative effects of university education, could be taken
for granted. What is less obvious, if not contestable, is the use of
graduate earnings.

.

6. There'are two main reasons the earnings-Avidence has been adopted
in this paper. First, it' ties nicely and complements the cost evidence
presented in the previous section:* By comparing costs and benefits one can
arrive at a summary measure of the economic efficiency'Of universities.
(This. measure will be preAsdted in the next section.) Second,, there do not
exist many alternatives of:how to approximate the elusive university
benefits. °Km example, consider one such alternatiVe, namely how well do
universities prepare Aducated manpower for filling Slotein the occupational

415 structnre? Following this criterion,'one would look for vacancies or
'surpluses of given skills, something we shall do anyway by exaiininjemploy-
-met= eyidoce. Or One would look at the !'relevance" of the education
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provided,
.

which is something extremely difficult to measure by objective
(i.e. non-opinion) tests as there exists no uniform definition of what it
really means. :

.

Do Earnings Reflect Productivity?

. 6.8 The choice of earnings is of course not !ree of problems in
itself,.the major'objection being that what people are paid may not neces-
Jsa ily correspond to their true contribution in production. This objec-
t n becomes stronger when one considers the fact that the public sector
i by far the largest employer of graduates in develgping countries, hence
alaries are determined institutionally (via the civil service pay scales).

rather than being based on economic considerations following the operation ,
of the free market mechanism.

6.9 Although this view seundspla Bible, it is not entirely true.
\In the first place the public sector ha to compete with the private sector
an the open market for graduates, hence it cannot offer less than the
private sector for a graduate of given quality and given job conditions.
pre public sector could certainly afford to pay more'relative to the
ivate sector, at least at the entry point. However, the differential

involved cannot be either .excessive or last over a long period of time.
For sooner or late; there will be a crisis of one kind or the market check
will Qperate.

6,10 Consider as an example the evidence presented in Table 6.1.
In moat cases graduate level salaries have factually declined between thd
points in time under comparison. Why,have not the graduates in these
African countries pressed for ,on increasing earnings differential?

Table 6.1: THE CHANGING RELATIVE EARNINGS OF GRADUATES
.IV THE PUBLIC SECTOR

OF SELECTED AgRICAN COUNTRIES

4

Graduate Level Salary to
Primary School GraduatesCountry Period . Per Capita Income

,

Botswana 1964-74 3i.9
1974-76 16.7

Ghana 1967-74 9.5

genya
,'-

1444-75

1967-70

.11.1

25,8
1970-74 237

Malawi 197041 33.3
1975-7C 16.7

Tanzania. 1964 -65 37.2
1470=71 25.8.

Zatbia' ,*1970-74 14.1
1974-a/

10.0
6.,0

7.9

6.8

11.9
11.9

t

8.9
7.2.

5.2.

5.1

a/ Not specified.
fourte: Jolly (1977)
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6.11 Also, a recent review of productivity differentials related to
education concluded as follows: "... the public sector is not a source
of upward salary pressures..." (Berry, 1980, p. 65). This's can be
clearly seen ih'Appendix I which contains information on earnings by
sector of employment in Brazil and Malaysia. University, graduates in the
private sector are paid higher wages than in the publit'sector (Tables I.1
to 1:3). .Also, the returns to education estimated on the basis of public
sector earnings are lower relative to the returns estimated on the basis

- of private sector earnings (see Tables 1.4 mad I.5).. Therefore, the fear
of an upward bias of the true returns to educatiombecause of the existence

, -f the public sector seems to be. exaggerated.

6.12 The yossible discrepancy between observed wages
product of labor has also been exaggerated. In the first
a huge overlap between the private,and-thekcial product
It is hard to imagine a case in wliich what accrues to the
is a pure private gain having no social counterpart.

and the social.
place there is
of education.

individual worker

6.13 The objections often refer to problems of measurement. Although
it is impossible to have a satisfactory monetization of externalities
associated with education, one can certainly .qualify his conclusions in
a"given direction by taking externalities. into account. Or one can apply
"shadow pricing" in order to measure the true value of different types of
labor (Psaeharopoulos, 1970). Althotigh it is AlIficult to shadow-price°' civil servants, this technique has been eitenslively applied in agriculture,

------geianstrating that more educated farmers, other things being equal, produce
more rice relative to less educated farmers (e.g. see Wu, 1977):

6.14 Measurement difficulties also exist when assessing the returns to
physical capital. Consider, as an examplg, the sensitivity of the rate of
return to investment in a tractor production plant in Y'ugo'slavia (see
Appendix Table;H.6). An'over or underestimationofthe benefits side by

.

10% can result in a rate of return rail" from -4.4% to 27%.

6.15 Sometimes the objections'to the-social dimension of education take
the'form of more specific labels such as ability differentials,sdreening,
certification, job competition, bumping, dual labor markets or social class.

1

6.16 . The ability factor was one of the earliest challenges to the
apptbach adopted here. Because thdbe who have more education than othe s
allegedly also have a higher level of ability* wage differentials are not
solely due to learning, a great part of them ,being due to differential
ability. This highly intuitive argument combined with some aggregate,
cross - tabulation evidence by Becker and Denison resulted in the enthrone-
ment of this myth. 1/ However, micro data plus scrutinization of what
"ability" really means'resulted in the highly counter intuitive finding:
that ability differentials do not account for much of the variations in
earnings (see Psacharopoulos,-1975 and Griliches, 1979).'

i

Al
,

1/ For a formal analysis of the screening hypothesis see Arrow (1973).
For empirical tests see Layard and Psacharopoulos (1974).

.4,
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6.17 Then there was the so- called screening, or certification, or

sheepskin'argument, namely what schools produce is just diplomas helping
the holder to get a privately well paid job, although the social payoff
of the hum'an inveStment he has undertaken might be minimal. However,
there exist two major objections to this view: first, when oEe makes

'1 the distindtion'between "initial" and "persistent" screening, it is
very hard to find evidence corroborating the latter, namely that
employers keep paying wages above the worker's productivity after they
havg,the employee under their observation for some time. 1/ Initial('
screening certainly gxists,.i.e. employers may hire someone on the
basis of his, expected productivity given his educational qualifications.
But there is nothing wrong with it as, after all, it has an information-
al social value. In his review Berry (1980) concluded: "For the ,'

present one cannot'rule out the possibility that'the true returns to
education in most LDCs are rather lidtle affected by such influences..."
(op. elk, p.

6.18 Then there was the job competition model," putting forward
another highly intuitive notion, i.e. workers compete.foejobs rather
than wages and those with more educational qualifications push out from
the labor queue the less qualified and get the job. 2/, This is certain-
ly true. What I have failed to grasp in this model is why this should
be sociafly wrong. If' the more qualified perform better in the job they
are in, this is socially healthy. The micro evidence `I read tells me
the latter islikely to be the case asthe more qualified earn more
relative to the less qualified, even after one standardizes for
occupation.

o tA.: 6.19 Another attack comes from the so-called dual or segmented
labor market hypothesis (Gordon, 1972). According to it education
helps workers belonging, to the "primary segment" of the market (i.e.
those in good jobs), but not those in the "secondary segment" (i.e.
those with inferior jobs). ,(For a review, see Cain, 1976.) For several
reasons the dual labor market fashion that started in the early 1970s,
has already faded away, although it is still echoed in some quarters.
fa the first place, testing it is extremely difficult becaueethe
hypothesis has never been stated in dkrigorous manner., Second, the
definition of the upper or lower segment is-a major problem on its
awn. Where should one draw the dividing line between the'two alleged-4
lyseparate labor markets?. Last but not least, empirical attempts t6
test whatever bits and pieces of the theory are testable have failed to
reject the orthbdox functioning of labor markets (see Psacharopoulos,
1978, and McNabb andPsacharopoulos, 1980).

.

6.20 Another commonly Held belief is--that education serves th
maintenance of the status quo from generation to generation (Bowles
1972). Although'this.might be true td a large extent,' it does not
constitute a challenv to the uee,of,.earnings as a proxy for
productivity. For twoihteresting r&enf results show that, first

1/ For a theoretical distinction and. an empirical documentatjon df the
"weak" versus the "strong" version of the screening hypothesis see
.Psacharopoulos,.1980.

-=1/ For the'maln variant*Of this model see Thurow and Lucas, 1972.

.
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family background (or social class) has only an Indirect effect oh earnings
and this is via education. The direct effect of social background on
earnings is rather weak. Also, it is,those,who acquire more education that,.
are socially more upwardly mobile (PsacharoPoulos, 1977a).

;
1

The Earnings Structure

6.21 Appendix D contains a set of tables giving examples of the earn-
ings structure by level of education and, especially, by field of special-
ization within higher education.

;rr
6.22 As noted earlier, the earnings structure by level of elducation
is such that graduates of each successive level earn more than graduates
of the preceding level. This seems tobe a universal truth and applies to
such diverse countries as Zambia, Sudan, Pakistan and Iran. This proposi-v,
tion.seems to hold for employed as well AS self-4mployed persons (see
Tables D.2 and D.3). if To put it schematically, university education has .

the quantifiable and well documented effect of adding a substantial-income
chunk control group of non-graduates (dee Figure 6.1).

FIGURE 6 1 The Effect of Education on Income fi.om Employment,
in Developing Coptries
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1/ Tt is' important to' remin that the-self,:e.mployed are neither

"screened" nor "Irratiomalkly" paid by a non-Profit...maximizer,
.

° employer.
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6.23 , This is something we know: Whit we do not know is how do
the different fields_ of-s cialization compare in their income-
'generating effect. Inf ation on the relative salariekAgf graduates

.....- by subject studied is extremely'scanty. However, the mettrial col0.ec4.-
ted in Appendix D Permitted the construction of Table 6.2.

. ,
---,4 i

,,..{
17 ' r

Table 6.2: TIM taavaLszn.cilADUATIS DINGS STRUCTIM BT SUBJECT

7\-
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Country Base) `4, ' x-, (5), ' =' <.. . 4,
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Zambia 100 79 87 93 90 104
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Iran , 100 108 122 94 , ' .
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Appendix,..
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The numbers in this table are plicesAaviag'4 baeg-,Of 100'correspond,-,

a:, 0. i .4
ing to,the.all subject average wit% gi/eivopUntty. These- indices*
have been constructed in ordpr'tooavo .r4eeoly peso's and ofbex con74,4
fusions so that a pattern in the relattive'eArd4ine,structurd might be
Zetected. In spite of the indel conversiR4Ae.pyidence is very
mixed fora general,,zition to be madg. .TheaiOcing order of relative,

44 , "
17 4 ,

.1,..,, earnings advantage is. as follows o
.- .
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TheseaverSges of course conceil differences betlitenindiVid 1 ,

countries. ,In most cases, however, agricultural graduaEes earn, ub- .'

06 stantially less than higher education graduates as a whol'a (Iran being'
the only'eiception).. Also, science giaduates earn invariably less

.t.
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than the average student bod Contrary to;what might*ftOmected (because'
of the non-specificity or te nicality of the- curriculum)-, SOtial sciences,
economics and.law graduates are doing rather well in some country settings.

6.24 This is confirmed by opinion studies of the social desirability
of given professions in developing countries.' For example, in Tanzania,
social scientists prank among the to most desired professions, whereas,

.

104 .agricult ralists and natural scientists rank. last (see Table DT). .

6.25 It is also worth noting that nonvocational salaries are not only
high rel,ative tolbther subjects, but they also grow faster over time (see
Table D.8). For example, compare the mid-career to starting salary growth
in Tanzania: .

Arts - 49%
Engineering--\ 36%
edicine 29%

o

What, this means is that arts graduates, even if they start low, later in
life they find a niche axed their earnings grow faster than, say, engineers.
'Could this be due to the fact that arts graduates are more flexible to
adapt to new situations, whereas engineering graduates have learned too
narrow a- vocational' skill that has no alternative value when technology
changes? To put it differently, could it be diSt arts graduates have a"
greater on-the-job learning' potential and this is Aater reflected in the'.
lifetime path of their arnings?

6.26- The evidence presented here is consistent with the hypotheses
4.4' contained in the above questions. However, the small number of observations 1\

,

preclude anY'possible rigorous statistical test of these hypotheses.

The Employment Structure .

-6.27 Appendix E contains a set of tables giving information one the'
employment-unemployment structure of university graduates. The evidence
relates to two aspects of unemployment:1 incidence and duration. Let us
examin4 them idturn. 0

6.28 ' By way of introduction, Table E.1 gives the typical str cture of
unemployment rates by level of education in developing countries, namely the
fam4iar inverted.U-:shape curve (see Figure 6.2). Unemployment p ks at the
secondary-college dropout leve ith an incidence if 15% (in the hilippines

,Oxample),relatiiie to 7% for toile e graduates. The unemployment rate of
college graduates Is nearly equa to the average unemployment ra e in the
country as'a whole and it has remained steady in spite of the tr mendbus
expansion of graduates between the early and late 194s.

6.29 Table E.2 cuments by, means of the Singapore case the !well known
fact that- no matter wh the incidence of unemployment is, this is a declin-
ing funttion of age. Figure 6.3 shows the Zambian case where only a small
fraction of graduates remained unemployed si), months after graduation.
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6.30 This period of unemployment between graduation and first job is
often misinterpreted as inefficiency of the schoolPsystem to produce
graduates "relevant" to the needs '6f the economy. Today this thesis has
been weakened for several reasons. First, as we have shown above, the
period of unemployment is relatively short and the graduate, sooner or
later, finds a niche. Second, this'shortaiting period might be healthy
in terms of the search process (from the point of view of the graduate'
and the employet) that has to go on before either party is committed to
a contract. Thirdly, it has been-proved that this period of "unemployMent"
makes full economic sense when one compares the costs and the benefits of
,waiting: the private returns continue to-be advantageous to'the individu
after correction for an initial period of unemployment. -1/

6.31 But how does the unemployment incidence or duration compare across
different fields of specialization? Again1.4 the,evidence on thil front is
not abundant. 2/ Nevertheless, the material compiled in Appendix, allows
us to draw up a comparative table (Table 6.3) in this respect, e figures
shown in this table are indices having abase of'100 corresponding the
overall (i.e., all higher education-subjects) unemployment rate within a
given country? A figure abbve 100 in a given cell signifies an above
average unemployment rate for the kind of graduate to which it refers.
Correspondingly, a figure below 100 means a below average unemployment rate,

Table 6.3: THE UNIVERSITY GRADUATES UNEMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE BY SUBJECT

6
e

oAll 0

Subjects u e
u
o

.... .-I tJ
CIll

(Index e.
e

-0
.., o4 0

(.1 ...1 AJ
0

Zu 0 0 CI $4Country Sue) ce x et us < la

. Singapore,
1975

_1976

Singapore,

(Area'

. India

Sudan

100 106 69

100 94 106. 13 88a/ #5 38

100 99 90 109 68 93- 112 127

r 100 56 77 168 - 168 168

100 24 93 119 98 165

100 60 92 109 68 61 - 112 (03 107 93

77 38a/ 69 76

m/ Business Administration.

Source:, Appendix E.

..6,32 Once More the evidence is very mixed as to be able to. draw
generalizations; Sciences, humanities,. economics and arts.graduates
appear to havd on the average a higher incidence-a unemployment,
whereas agriculture, engineering, social sciences and law graduates
are doing better in terms of employment.

aft

1/ Foi the most indepth documentation of this fact, see Blaug, et al.,
(1969), who have solved the apparent puzzle-of high rAtes-ofgraduate,
gtaduate'unemployment in India along with a strong_social demand
for university education.

2/ Personally, I considetga pity to have heard so much from differ-
ent quarteiS in recent ars about "tracer studies," yet not being

"able to trace the results of these studiei in the literature.
However,' see Zymelman .(1976).

5,3
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6.33 Appendix Table E.5°prese is another employment-related statistic 15
referring to the University of Phil ines graduates: the perCentage of
those absorbed five years after graduation in all fields or in their own°
fields. Law, physical science, liberal arts and business administration
graduates exhibit absorption rates in excess-0 90%. Mechanical
engineering, civil engineering and espebially aiiialture graduates are
doing worse in tenths of absorption'five years after graduation,- The
difference be.tween own-field and ill-fields absorption coulebe given a-

'double interpretation. One'possible interpretation is social inefficiency
sine a significant proportion of these was obliged to perform another
job function (relative to that studied) in order to find employment. '

Another interpretation, however, is that absorption in other fields
reflects flexibility in adapting to new situations. In this respect ft
is interesting to note that liberal arts graduates exhibit a higher all-
'fields absorption (95%) relative to their own field (81%).

6.34 Appendix Table E.8 contains evidence oa.similar nature. The
incidence of 'unemployment (or unknown destination) is highest among agri-
cultural'graduates of non-university institutions. j

Income Distribution

6.35 Any pOlicythat changes the relative reward structure in a given
society automatically has an impact on income distribution. The provision
of university education is such an action, as it clearly elevates the
person who receives it to a higher income. Since graduates have incomes
above the population average, It has been claimed that the provision df
university education is inequitable: a group of persons will now .be pushed
into the abov6-average income class and income distribution might become
worse. 1/ Another sense in whichthe provision of higher eduCation might
run tgaInst equity is the HanSeq and,Weisbrod (1969) finance argument,
namely the average taxpayer subsidizing the offspring of the elite class
who attend colleges.

6.36 . These are hot theoretical, empirical (and also, pOlitical) issues
and the role of eduction as a whole on'income distribution is still a
highly contested one (e.g. see Pechmau, 1970).

Some Additional Dimensions

461
6.37- Pppendix.F contains a set of.tables with pieces of evidence p9int-
41ing tawardS further advantages of nonvocstional subjects.' Thus Table r.1
shows that *stage rates in Zambia are much lower in the humanities (19%)
relative to engineering faculties (40%). .The,caPacity utilization of post-
secondary non-university vocational, schools is especially low in Sierra Leone
(Table F.2Y, and the same remark applies to secondary vocational schools in'
El Salvador, (Table F.3). A World Bank review of 42 case, studies revealed
'the fact that general university faculties are on,the average 40% overutil- ,

izedowilteas technical and agricultural faculties are'siverely underutil-
lazed, tl! Table F.4). The same applies to secondary educatiOn distinguished.
by cu biculum type, The high wastage and low utilization of technical- 4r

vocational faculties is indicative of social'inefficiencY.

1/ For a discussion and empirical analysis of this issue see Marin and
;

'Psachaiopoulos, 1976.^

5
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6.38 The development of local capacity in general subjects has
. a considerable foreign exchange savingwpotential. Obsession with,
vocational subjects can lead to unsatiefied deMandior sociology,
psychology and related' fields, thus to study abroad (see Table 1\7).
For example, because of numerus.clausus one-fifth of air Greek highei
education students are attending colleges abroad at a considerable
-cost in foreign exchange.°

6.39 The development of university capacity has further local-.
ization benefits. For example, Zambia had'only 108 African graduates
at the time.of-independence in 1965 (Sanyal, et al. 1976, p. 57). By1971, 88% of secondary school teachers' continued to be non-Zambian
(Ibid., p. 60). Aklilu Habte (1974) reports the proportion of
Ethiopian staff

%
at Haile Selassie University changed.frbt 34% to 57

between 1962 and 1973. It is in situations like these that university
expansion could be considered an Overrvidipg goal providing definite'
benefits that are'extremely difficult to quantify.

I

A

1.
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SECTION VII
.

A CASE FOR NON-VOCATIONAL UNIVERSITY EXPANSION

(
.

7.1 In the previous sections we have separately. examined the costs
and benefits of university education. The purpoie of this section is to

( pull the two threads together in order tp arrive at some social efficiency
measure of higher ducation. This will be done in two steps. First, an
assessment will e ade of the economic efficiency of higher education as .

a whole, and seco , we shall discuss the efficiency of particularohigher
editcation subjects. '

The Economic Efficiency of University_Education

Fr'

7.2 It might be recalled earlier in this paper we mentioned that higher
education is socially very expensive relative to other levels, especially
in developing,countries. The material collected in'Appendix"C fully confirms
this picture. According to summary Table 7.1, the relative unit 'caul struc-
ture between the primary (=1); secondary and teitiary educatfpnal levels is
as follogs:"

Developing Countries: 1 : 3.5 : 16.1'

One Developed 'Country

Example (France):. '1 : 3.1 : 4.4

,This often documented relative expensiveness of higher education understand-
ably makei it'vulnerable to a low priority in state budgetary allocations,.
if not to direct cuts.

Table i:/: THE UNIT COST STRUCTURE BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
(Index: Primary Education = 100)

Country' Primary Secondary Higher

it Salvador -100 237 1085
India 100 508 2295
Malaysia a/ . 100 230 1476
Papua New Guinea 100 469. n.a.
Philippines b/ 100 389' 858
Indonesia c/. 100, 210 - 1781
Bangladesh 100 40b 800

Pakistan 100 350 3000
Selected Asian Countrids c/ 100 554 2978.

France 100 313 435

0

Developing Countries Aver4e 100 349 1614

Note: Data refer to recurrent cost unless otherwise indicated.
a/ Includes, fbregone earnings.

b/ Includes capital costs.

E/ Refers to capital costs.
Source; Appendix C.

5G.
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7.3' Of course this view is one-sided. Budgetarydec ions cannot
be taken on the basis of costs alone. The benefits side t be examined
as well. 'Now, the problem with education in general is that the benefits
side cannot be made as,explicit as the cost side, Hence the Finance
Minister is usually more articulate than the Education Minister in claiming
funds.

it
7.4 Several attempts have been made in the literature to document
the benefits side of education, and earlier in this paper we have made an
effort to increase the avairabls data set, especially on the subject
brealidown.

7.5 When costs and benefits are brought together a completely differ-
. 'eat picture emerges regarding the priority of higher education vis-a=vis
ojher sectors.,1/

7.6 Table 7.2 summarizes evidence on the economic returns to. higher
education and physical capital in a number of countries. One cannot ovsir
emphasize the fact that there exist comparebility problems both within llfd
be een countries. However, there is no reason to suppose thatbiases
e st in only -one direction rather than another as'to make the attempted
.co arison meaningless. There exist as,,many problems in estimating the
returns to investment. in physical capital As for estimating the returns

t$ to human capital.

Table 7.2: THE RETURNS TO HIGHER EDUCATION
AND PHYSICAL CAPITAL
IN-SELECTED COUNTRIES

(percentage) ,

0

COMM
Late of Saturn to

Higher Education Physical Capital

Mexico
,Colon)lia

Venezuela

23.0
8.0

23.0

14.0
2.0 ili

016.1'--Chile
4 16.3 b/ 15.0Brazil 14.5 10.0 c/India 12.7 12.5Philippines 11.0 10.5 d/Ghana 16.5 8.0Kenya 8.8 18.8miAanda 12.0 10.0 e/Digeria 17.7 23.01/.

United States 9.7 9.7Canada 14.0 12.9United Kingdom 8.2 8.6
Netherlands 5.5 16,8Belgium 9.3 4.4

Developing Countries Average 14.9 12.'8

Developed'Coumtries Average 9.3 10.5

Note: Rates of return are social.
a/ Irrigation project, Table 8.1.
b/ Morales et al. (1977).
Cl Hydroelectric project. Table 8.1.

"Business Day, 1971 estimate, ILO,'
World Employment Programme (1974), p. 571

e/ Highway project, Table H11.
f/ Road projict. Table H.1.

Scutt*: Unless otherwise iiidiested, Psacharopoulos,
1973, Table 4.1 and this study, Appendix .5

1/ For a World Bank study in this spirit, see Thias and Carnoy (1972): ,
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74,7 The summary picture that.emerges is that the returns to higher
education, in developing countries are higher than returns to physical
capital (14.9% versus 12.8%, resptctively). In nine out of the eleven
developing cwtry cases listed in Table 7.2, the returns to investing
in universiti!eb are higher than the returns to investing in mabhines.
Also, in reviewlpg the returns to education versus physical capital, -
Van Ginneken (1980, p. 27) comments as follows: "All ...'estimates
indicate that'both the private and social rates of return are highest
for the fifth and sixth year of primary education and the fourteenth
to sixteenth year Of schooling (university). These rates of return
vary between 25 and 50 per cent, which is well, above the rate of return
on physical capital (between 15 to 20 percent)'' (italics mine).

Of course, given the latitude within which both kinds of returns
must lie, one cannot say with precision that the relative advantage of
universities is 2.1 percentage points. But one thing is for sure: the
returns to higher education are in many cases at least as high as the
returns to other projects in the economy such as highways, power plants
or irrigation.(see Appendix H).

7.9 Table 7.2 contains another interesting feature. When reference
is made to advanced countries, the returns to the two types of projects
follow an inverse pattern. Namely, physical capital projectsin developed
countries seem to have an advantage of 1.2 percentage points, relative to
higher education. Also, the returns to both types of projects are lower
in,developed countries relative to developing countries: Both patterns
are fully consistent withseconomic theory. Namely, one. would-expect that
given the relatively higher capital stock (both material and human) in
developed countries relative to developing countries, the level of returns
in the former would be lower thanin the latter. Also, the relatively
higher 'human-to-material capital ratio in developed countries has caused
a relative depression of the returns to university education. Of course

'these are partial explanations and by no means sufficient conditions
fot the observed patterns. However, they point toward what one would
expect from economic theory.

7.10 The just over one er tage point difference between the two
kinds of returns in developed countries should not be taken literally
as it might be due to small number, sampling or methodological estimation
differences. But again, one cannot resist the economic explanation that
bath kinds of investment in developed countries have proceeded to the
point of near equaliiation of returns at the margin.

The Returns by Field of Specialization

7.11 Having established that ,the economic returns to higher education
as a whole are at least of the same order of magnitude as the returns to
-other forms of investment, we now ask the question of what are the differ-
ential returns to specific subjects within highe'r education itself.

7.12 The material cc4ledted i4 Appendii.G permits us to draw
VW
up a

summary Table 7.3 on the retur,peftto higher education by subject in a number
of developed and developing countries.
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Table 7.3: THE SOCIAL RETURNS TO RICHER EDUCATION BY SUBJECT

(percentage).

O

Country

a

0
N

0 C*0
U
0 =

3

1
0 a

0

Philippines 3.0 a/ 10.3 b/ 10.5 c/ 15.0

Iran 13.8 18.2 14.2 15.3 18.5

Malaysia 9.8 -13.4 12.4

India 16.6 12.7 d/

Brasil 5.2 17.3 - 11.9 16.1 17.4

Norway 2.2 8.7 '\ '6.2 3.1 8.9 4.3 10.6

Canada a/ 2.0 9.0 J.

United Eingdos f/ 11.4 11.0 13.0 13.3

France 12.3 , 16.5 16.5 s.

Denmark 8.0 5.0 9.0 10.0

Sweden r 7.5 13.0 9.0 c/ 9.5

/*ilium 8.0 ;1/11.5 9.5 6.0

Developing Countries
Average

8.0 15.2 14.20 12.2 n. a. 14.0 15.0 n. a. 16.?;

Developed Countries 2.2 7.5 9.4 8.2 _,13.0 n.a. 1Q.3 8.9 10".5
Average

ai Based on the assczption that the "less than 52" rate of the "agriculture"
subject as rep6rted in the original souce ii equal to 32.

a b/ Average of civil, chemical and mechanical engineering.
c/ Refers to businetsadminiStration or coucercial studies.
7/ Refers to non - engineering first degrees.
iy Refers' to Master's degrees.
f/ Refers to sarginel rates of return.

Wars to the average of applied and pure science.

SoMireir Appeadis C.

.
7.13 The picture that emerges is as follows: In most cases, the
returns to different subjects are of the same (if not higher) order of
magnitude as the rety.rna,..to alternative projects (see Appendix H).
Second, it is sometimes the case that general subjects such as humanities
and economics are financially more profitable than technical subjects
like engineering and agriculture. This is because the higher cost of the
latter_kind of subjects outweighs their apparent higher benefits (see
Appendix D). This proposition holds in .both deitloped and developing
countries.

a

7.14 The case of agricultural specialiiation deserves special mention
as-this subject exhibits the lowest. social returns in developing countries..
In terms of averages, the pecking order of returnsan some fields is as
follows:

. .

Agriculture 8.0%
Medicine 12.2%
Economics 15.0%
Law, 16.2%

7.15 That the returds to particular higher eduCation subjects are
competitive with alternative returns is shown by citing the following
examples from the yields from other sectors. 1/

Railways 15.6%
"Power Plants 8.5%
Water.Supply 8.5% 50

if From Table H.5. Returns refer to the "high" estimate at audit.
.1
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Further Considerations
(

7,.16 Thi's conclusion was strictly based on the efficiencyargument
among,theipriteria Aor social choice discussed in Section III, above.
'Expanding tht criteria list could only strengthen tjhe case for non-
vocational higher education.

--,

7.17 Thus in the previous section we have documented the fact that p
it is superficial to think the provision of'higher edutation will result
in a score of unemployed-graduates. When one considers not only the
incidence of unemployment but also its durationiany related adjustment
of the'abdve efficiency measure is likely-to become trivi*I. This
proposition holds for all kinds of subjects. ., .. )-

r

.

7.18 But the field of specialization controversy bight-be a lot
morn subtle thanthe quantitative' evidence presented thus far. It is
for this reason we now,extend the inquiry to the noh-quantitative domain._
This is done in the following, section by reference to a variety of
curticula and sociological parad

4

CO
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SECTION VIII

LIBERAL EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

8.1 The desirability of liberal education' programs in developing
countries, particularly at university level,..is less than self-evidenf
for the following reasons:, first, the "common sense" viewpoint that,
given competing claims on investment resources, vocational programs
should be given overwhelming priority; and second, anxiety concerning the
social distribution of liberal' university education in a variety of
cultural settings. Liberal education might in some circumstances appear
elitist, or even to offer a kind of civilized self-indulgence to a small
section of the-population, and thus to be unrelated to development, the -

lost tangible product of which is held ,to be economic advance.

8.2 This nonquantitati've section ar&ues from different premises.
Its Underlying thesis is that a "general" ellment is needed to function
alongside vocational education, and that the interrelationship of the
entire educational provision is the real objectof policy.

8.3 Education, liberal or otherwise, is not a random activity. It
is intentional, goaldirected. A few such goals, at their crudest, might
be delineated as follows:

(i) Instrumental skills, such as literacy andnumeracy:\

(ii) The omnibus of social, cultural and industrial roles
generated society.

(iii) Personal autonomy and self-realization....

(iv) Social education, and inParticular, personal
adaptability to social, cultural and technological
change.

8.4 All of these objectives should be represented in a defensible
educational program at all:levels. To some extent, therefore, the
vocational versus liberal choice might be .a false dichotomy, since any
society will "balanCe" provision, perhaps differently at different.
levels. 1/

8.5 Instrumental skills are "liberal" in spirit, purporting to
develop a flexible underlying competence in the symbolic systems necessary
for the development and maintenance of a complex society. Some of the
work done at university.level, like the ability to conceptualize policy-
related problems or the ability to criticize legal arguments, might be
just a tertiary level equivalent of a basic literacy program. .,.

1/ In advanced countries there is a tendency, also, for institutional
Specialization, although this is breaking down. In England, for
example, the universities largely represent a tradition of "pure"
knowledge; the polytechnics mainly represent a tradition of
vocational education; and the technical colleges specialize 'in
vocational training.
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8.6 Philosophers of knowledge have atteoted clustering disciplineip..
by ¶ference to their logical characteristics, as "forms of knowledge"
or "realms of meaning." Indeed, one widely-held view of. liberal education
within this tradition is that man is liberated by systematic ix duction
into these broad forms of thought. The notion of knowledge-put-in-use
introduces another pedagogicallmodel, that of the "integrated field" in
which a number of'contributin0pdiplines are brOught to bear upon
social, technical or developmental problems (King and Brownell, 1966;
Musgrave; 1973).

8.7 Part of the legacy of liberal education is the role it player-in
training indiViduals to be'adaptive intellectually (Archambault, 1965;
Curie, 1963). That is, it defines its students as future social change
agents, bailed in pait on what Hardison (1972) has called "the critical
values of openness, toleration and measured skepticism." This model,
has clear relevance for.the developing countries, particularly as outside -
initiated, innovation is likely to run into problems of
tissue-rejection. Unless there Is cultural development, technical develop-.

ment may be wasted, or even counterproductive (Watson, 1969):

The Technology-Led Advance: A Critique of the Paradigm A

8.8 The main assumption behind the practice of foreign aid. has been
that the supply of Western technical manpower and expertise to the develop-
,ing countries would somehow give birth to a technologicalinfrastructure
that woulii put the developing countries firmly on the road to development.
Technological development, as the social scientists have been arguing since
the early 1960s, is a complex process that cannot be considered in isolation.
It is'now generally admitted that development implieS more than the overt
acceptance of material and technical improvements. Both aid-donors and
aid-eceivers are increasingly becoming aware that, unless the social
mechanisms of change are considered intheir totality, the chances of
success are greatly reduced, no matter how adequate is the provision of
social and physical infrastructures (markets, credit-agencies; irrigation7

. schemes, transport, etc.). It is also,becoming apparent that some kinds of
experience cannot be transmitted the way technical skills are and must be
generated within tEe social structures of the societies to be developed.

8.9 The realization.that the targets of economic development-have a,
human capital dimension is not a new discovery. It has often been pointed
out that large numbers of technocrats will not turn into responsible
policymakers; that what is needed is people who can formulate, understand
and s6Obrt purposeful, principled and courageous policies. An initial
argument can be put for a liberal educational program to encourage the.
cultural autonomy, and flexible wisdom of future.policymakers.

8.10 One shquld express skepticism regarding the vocationalist
approach to higher education. The belief thAt there should be a close link
between the content of study and subsequent employment hag severe .

limitatiOns. Perhaps edueatpnal requirements of developing countries are
different-from those in devroped countries and the experience of the latter
pn.mattars of educational policy is not necessarily relevant for the ,former.

_
A
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. it
Perhaps; education in developing countries should be adapted to the specific
economic requirements of these countries, the explicit assumption beiv(g that
knowledge generated-outside the developing countries can be taildred Lc) fit
these requirements. However, several arguments sicand in contrast toithis
seemingly "common sense" viewpoint: first, the adaptability of ed tional
pblicies to Ole requirefaenti.of the developing countries has often m ant
in practice an emphasis on provision and supply of technical expertise for

'the requiremenis of technological development at the exclusion of mOre
genera/ knowledge. On generarthdoretical grounds, the underlying 4ssumption
that the requirements of developint countries are simply "technical!' in
nature is open to challenge. Itr011es on a conceptually naive dichotomy
between skills (know-how) and theoretical'or propositional knowledge (know-
whether). '

.

.

8.11 Another line pf,argument runs as follows': if indeed edtcation has
been artificially tragmented.tO serve societal expediency, perhapsrellecting
the exercise of power among social groups, what analogies can be drawh for
a world wide fragmentation of education, on the grounds of expediency, where-
by some countries specialize in theproduction and export of people capabjte
of Conceiving problems in their totality, while others are advised to addrpt
education policies to purely techpical requirements? .What implications did
this have in the past or will have in the future brain drain?

8.12 Finally, there is the more prosaic Problem of what theinature of
this adaptation of Western experience to 'developing countries! requirements
should be. Bearing in mind the limitations imposed in the tran4issionrcif
experience, as distinct from skills and know-how, it would be over - optimistic
tp expect that, by acquiring a'liarticular type of knowThow, a sc+iety would
achieve the state of development that was associated with it historically.
The developed countries can only furnish a limited number of examples of
the way to economic growth. It is up to the developing countries themselves
to seek out the way most suited to their needs (call it 'self-reliance; if
you wish) .

8.13 Liberal education might, however, be with an
responeibilierone less susceptible to.task descriptions and- he specification
of performances, but one that permeates and filters througkt precisely because
the concept behind it is liberating rather than restrictineiOn this view,
the role of liberal education is to make availahle a wider iaiilge of choices'
.for decisionmaking and action. By being less, rather than m re'selective,

both gives the opportunity to individuals to develOp'acco ding to their
.

i444,1inatiOns and it makes'it possible for societies to tap the intellectual
potential of their members; and by teaching people how to barn, rather thafi.
whatto learn, it gives people the chance to generatesthe4i, own answers
rather than accept those enforced upon them by others. In Short, liberal- lb
education generatei the heuristics by which problems might,be, tackled, rather
than stabilizing the performances locked into the current Psolutioins."

Education and Underdevelopment . .,/

.
1..

,8.14 Although
1
it has long been recognized that a low rate of literacy.

is a crucial, constraint upon the evo.ution of atsocietyi it is often less
clear what the exact relationship between education, beyond the literacy
level, and economic growth involves. The uncertainty is rooted, not in the
inadequacy of social scientific methods to locate the relevant areas of

V
. .
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research, but in the fact that the effects'Of educatio'n become apparent,
within a time span exceeding in duration'the life of t e generation
that implemented any specific educational policies. e dynamicevolu-
tion of interconnected social phenomena prevents us f om isolating
variables for the purpose of establishing unambiguo causal
relationships.

8.15 On the question how far is education a prime mover of economic
growth, the historical evidence is equivocal. In England "the industrial
revolution was accomplished by hard heads and clever fingers" that had
no systematic educationlan science or tec'hpology (Halsey, 1961). 'On the
other hand, in the case of Denmark and the.Soviet Union:,-it seems that .

education played a crucial role,in economic development. Consequently,
although it is largely recognized that there is a cotrelation--betweeS high.
rates of growth and high ,rates of'expenditure on education, this is not
necessarily evidence for a causal relationship (Anderson and Bowman; 1963)..

'Nevertheless, the reverse is also asserted: that there is gto economic
growth without an adequate education system. It is a truism -td say, that

education.is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for economic
development. The real issue is Perhaps a different one: that curriculum
policies are likely to have ghat -results? This lies a shift of
attention frop'quantity to cAlity differences between educational systems.

8.16 Attempts to placeeconomic development' gaipst an analysis of
the general cultural milieu have, for particular times and places, been
discouraging. Examples might be generated of culturerelated,unanticif-
pated coistraints that have blocked progress, Economic develdpment in
Russia was strongly resisted by the traditionally edUcated kulaks. Conservr

native forces so dominated the Oxbridge curriculum that the divorip Setwee
town and gown,,,academia:and the world -of -work, bedame itself sacrosanct,
ideologically not open to reexamination., The correIatioh between techn-
nical education expansion and the growth of productivity simply points
to the link between economic development, and a cultural, ideologidal
and social infrastructute. The question is which configurations work,
and can they be-generated? Although all this evidence permits us to
establiaft4og historical correlations between "traditionally" educated
elites and their resistan e to modernization, it Is again. by no means
clear what"the,exact caus 1 relationships are. Were the elites opposed
to modernization because of the type of education they had, or because
tfi'dy Feligved that whatever kind of social change was advocated threat-
ened their political and economic JUpremacy? Let us consider a few
examples. - .9

'13.17 Ghana: The Imported Value System. This is a typical ease of
what,happens when, 'in the absence of cultural reconstruction to match
technical development,.a whole value system is imported. In a study among

,...,..0eGhanaian students the majority saw themselves occupying positions of
leadership after graduation (Jahoda, 1955). Some of the students' remarks if

were typical examples of'this trend: should like to enter politics and
give the country the benefit of my experience."; "I want to be an
ambassadot of Ghana to a foreign country." ,

8.18 ,University students in developing countries are frequently
, intodUced into a style of life which is vastly' different to the style of

lif o'f their family and background. lo the question what their

6
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experiences were on, returning back to their families during the vacation,
about 55% of the Chanaian students replied that they either had to go
through a difficult period'of adaptation or that they could never get used
to life'at home again.' Difficulties of adaptation and rejection of family
culture rested on a variety of reasons: .the students felt that they were
"different" from relatives and former associates, or the latter made it
obvious that they considered them different.

. .

A

8.19 In anbther'etuay, Barkan (1975) reports that the University of
Ghana, Legon, is patterned after the Oxbridge model to an unprecedented
degree, to the extent that "English academic terms were employed whenever
remotely' appropriate, such as naming the terms of the school year. Status
ranks between membets of the university community were more rierously
ialmtained, and in general, staff /student relations were of an authoritarian
nature." Although thekuniversity ostensively patterns itself on the ideal's
of democracy apd liberalism, it is a highly authoritarian 'institution that
keeps alkight control on its "dissident"students. Contrary to patterns
fouhdkin some Other countries,'Barkin found that African students were less
likeli°"to be in favor of change. They tended to conform with the establish-
ed order, provided they had secured a niche for themselves within that
order. Since university education virtually implies enhaced social status
and far better incomes than those earned by the rest of the population,
university students had a large stake, in the present system, and,quickly
fell into the habits of mind associated with conservation rather than
critique. .

8.20 ,Malaysia: Universities as railed.Change Agent. This example
arises from a study taking a pathological perspective on the failure of

,the Malaysian universities to provide the intellectual climate for
effectivesocial'and economic planning. Lim's (1974) study attributes
the failure of the academic input tathe following' categories:

First, the indiscriminate application of Western
models of. planning. These*deveIttpmeirt plans are mainly

' influenced by the "capital- centered" approach, And
'-7 although these models may be logically (consistent, it

is doubtful whethei the assumption on which they rest,
i.e. shortage of capital, is valid in a country like
Malaysia.

Secbnd, the fdct that universities have not been able
to compensate for these models by providing alternative
ones. This is because ,university syllabuses reproduce
courses imported from. the West that again are badly.
suited to the needs of Mali9lia. "Students can choose
to take courses such ,as economic development, planning
or, agricultural marketing without having first
acquired the basic economic, mathematical and btatip-
tical background."'

' .

Third, the very often meaningless syllabus distinctions
made as, for example, between "analytical" and "aPplied"
subjects. Lim comments aptly that "ie is difficult to-
visualize a situation where an applied economist could
study an economic problem properly without having a.

6 5
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thorough grounding in economic theory. The same can be

said about the distinction between 'applied economics'

j and 'rural development': "the latter is art of the
former, and!the study of rural development, unless Con-

.

ducted Tithin a theoretecal framework, becomes no more

than a/ escriptive account of the institutions and
problems of the rural sector." Lim suggests instead an

int rdisciplinary approach that will entail the teaching
oybridsubjects s such as economic anthropology which

4 have evolved froth genuine attempts to look at develo

pent problems from a wider perspective.
I.:

Fourth, the absenceof-university'participation,in govern-
ment research programs. It is rather surprising that,
despite the recognized-scarcity of human capital, the
participation of university __staff in government sponsored
research programs is minimal. *For example, out of a staff

of 81 at the Faculty.of Economids and Administration, only

two were involved in joint relparch with the Economic
Planning Unit, the government agency concerned with develop-
ment planning, and these two were only tutors working for

. their Master of Economics degrees.
4

. .

Equally low was the academic participation,in cons1tancy
\ serV

committees concerned with (planning., or contracts for
Ices, either in the form of membership in government

., _

carrying out feasibility and other studies for_the govern-7

. ment for a fee.- Only five members of staff were involved

in research of the latter type and three of them became,
involved, in the project "only.becauseof the initiative
of a World Bank transport economist whowas amazed at

4 the lack of cooperation between the universities end the

government in research." w
,
r.: f ,4

CI

8.1_ . It must also be sVessed that it is not only the government ,

-th t underestimates the role academics can play. The universities them-

s ves are sometimes reluctant to undertake projects, particularlylarge

' 's ale,T)rojects. Lim cites.the example of the It Valley Development

p ()Jett. Although the government offered' the entire projectxo the

U iversity of tial , the tatter turned down the offer on the grounds

t t.itNdid not p ssess the ma

i
nagerialand supervisory skflls required '

or such a large roject. The project, which Oquired expertise extend-
g from -engineering to social sciences and law, wafinally awarded

o a foreign consortium, and out of a staff of.oVer-520 at"the univer-

Siiir.only three'engineers were invited to take.part..

'Some Generalizations

I 8.22 Fro the examplescited, and from general indications in the

literature, i is now possible to give a 'tentative interpretation of

some of the p oblems already encountered in developing countries.

4
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8.23 There is a tendency for hi-gher educational institutions in
developing countries to adopt some.of the surface features of their
Western counterparts. Dysfunctional features inherited include the
cumbersome admipistrative paraphernalia, the social divisions, and
the definitionsNby which different segments oTknowledie attract
differential prestige (that which Michael Young,- 1971, in his
examination of UK school. programs called "high status and low status-
knowledge" ,.

8.24 here exists lack of liaison between the courses offered
in the industrial/technical 'institutes and the focal economy. In one
case in Southern Italy, 37% of the total number _of-etudents completing
such courses went on to university because of lack of professional
outlets (see Mbscati in Kloskowska and Martinotti, 1977).

I ?'

8.25 Under these conditions,higher education may actually rein-
force the problems it is intending to eliminate. Universities can
become the means of socially reproducing the status quo. This is the
opposite pf the 'aspirations of liberal education to generate a widely
based cultural critique as well as generalized educational competences.

_ .

8.26 There is a crisis in leade ship education. Leadership appears
to require the kind of.holiOic pers ective that one might with most.
optimism associate;With the cast of ind of liberal education. This
holistic perspective can-be transmits d by the universities through,
carefully designed courses that will familiariZe,students with their
country's culture, the people's actual needs, and the major theoretical

- contributions in the area of politics, the economy, and society.-

ti

. ,
8.27 'S,It is now Possible to revisit the concept of liberal edu atiorv,
and indic4te th scope and direCtion of any investment that can-loe held
responsibly to.d.ifer hopes df inroads into the intractikle probleMs" -

outrined above. Such a libtral education rogtam,at a university4n a
developing country would have most chance f success in relation to
gederating conditions of cultural, social, economic and technological
development if it were characterized as f lows:

The intellectual basis of the program should be balanced
between the prolAsion of culture-related core programs
task,orien4ated workshops, and induction'iia-the
intellectual inquiries that allow both reliable knowledge
and autonomy in decisionmaking.

The context of liberal education in a total curriculum
map should be kept-constantlyin mind, so that the impli-
cations for other sectors are clearly understood. For
example, it would be foolish not to accept, the priority,
intone instances, of -development programs. Liberal /2
education courses, 4en-society-related would, for example,
familiarize students with knowledge-of broader practicalities,
like the state of the economy or agriculture.
.
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8.28 What liberal education does is to make people aware oi the
,variety of chdices for human behavior. It provides intellectual
competence and awareness of problems and solutions. It does-not only
teach people how to do things, but also how to think about them. Wide
experience. and familiarity with a variety of. courses give people ,

greater freedom. It is in this sense that the word "liberal" can he
given any meaning at all: the broadly educated persofi is freerkthan
the person who has had a narrow training.

10

8.29 Finally, the study of the modern intellectual tradition in
developing countries-can-provide a way, of peiceiving problemin a

wdde perspective. Since achieving independence many developing
countries have produced, their on indigenous scholars, poets,' -

playwrights and litterateurs who are in a better position than outsiders
to unde tand and articulate social needs and problems; whereas on the
one hand ey express the unique experiences 'and predicament of their
own county s) on the .other they form links between their own societies
and the rest o =z he world.

6,
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SECTION 'IX

CONCLUDING REMARKS
.

....--.

f--9.1 In this paper we have gone through two kinds of evidence in ..
examining the economic foundations of-investient in.htgher education.
The first kind of evidence was quantitative, referring to costs, monetary°
benefits, employment, income distribution and social demand. The second'
kind was mostly qualitative, such as the case for, non-vocational
curriculum. The concluSion we reached seems'to be'advancing the rather
counCerintuitive notionthat a considerable element Of software, general
faculties might be needed along with narrower vocational courses in
developing countries. This notion sounds odd becduse the very idea that
human resources c90-be thought of as a developmental factor virtuall
started with the launching of the Soviet Sputnik in to mid-1950s .Thi
was a technical achievement and encouraged the idea tat the Aum tion of
science comE.ead to innovations, not only in space, but id ilaustry
as well, th gcelerating economic growth. The catalyst toleards these
innovations was, of course, engineers and technicians rather than
lawyers or secondary school graduates of the general curriculum type.
A number of international conferences held at the time had a dramatic
effect on emphasizing the needle'. scientific and technical personnel
for economic growth and development. 1/ . _

os ,

9.2 'As this happened over two decades ego,-one may ask what is.the
,current estate of thought in the literature regarding the economic value
of technical or vocational education? There certainly exists skeptiCism _

on this issue. The initial enthusiasm forrtechnical education was dampened,
by the-documentation of the fact that a high correlation between technical r

°education and economic deyelopment does not necessarily mean that the former
was,a cause of the latter. In fact the direction of causation might have

.

been the other way around, namely from economic develops nt toward increased
. enrollments in vocational schools. The case here is similar to that of

minimum' schooling laws .that have been historically found to follow the
pressure for increased enrollments in schools (Landes and Solmon, 19725.

i 9.3 Even if a causal link were established between vocational training

fand -economic:melopment, it does n follow that this training would have
to take place in formal schools (S oikov, 1975). In fact, vocational
educati8n originated outside the formal school system and a great part of
it takes place today in the form of apprenticeship on the shop floor. As
the state of technology becomes more and more sophisticated, formal schools
are unable either to keep up with or provide the necessary training. The
-fires involved, however, keep instilling specific /sl is in their employees
following the latest - technological developments.

r

9.4 -Another factor Is the ease with which iffer ntly trained man-
power can be substituted fOr each -other.' It has now been well documented
that the deg of substitution id production between different kinds of
skills is od thaLhigh side, hence weakening the view that fixed skill
proportipds are needed. for the efficient'operation of,the economy (Dougherty,,
1972). The evidence on high substitution elasticitiestkends to invalidate'
the case for the necessity of a riven amou t of technicians for economic.
growth. When this is combined with the re ative expensiveness-of technical
education -one migh wish to tap the potent al of general faculties as well. "-

. , .

e1/ E g OECD 1959 "Plague ConfeAhce on Techniques for VocecasAng Fut re
Requ ements otSCientific and 'Technical Personnel (ae OECD 1960)

. ...

!
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9.5 We might conclude that in this paper we have rediscovered Foster's
(1965) "vocational school fallacy.;" although at a higher level. What Foster
argued was against the provision of vocational training within formal educa-
tional institutions for the purpose of promoting economic development. I

fact,-general education should be thought of as a prerequisite for tee cal
education and the latter should be provided more%fficiently on th- ob
rather than inside the school. Fifteen years later the case for is view
is no less compelling.

9.6 This conclision, however, must be qualified by the analytical
caveats discussed in the course of.presenting the evidence. To recapitulate,
it is the benefits side that is more elusive relative to the cost side and
future research effort should Concentrate on increasing evidence on the
former. What seems to. be urgently needed is an annual monitoring service of -

the labor market performance of the recent output of particular school types..
It is only on the basis of this information that the policymaker could
provide for a truly balanced educational system.

0
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Table A.1

HIGHER 'EDU'CATION ENROLLMENT
AND RECURRENT COST PER'STUD

(THE.INTERNATIONAL CROSS-SECTION DATA BASE)

Country Year

Enrollment
Ratid

(%)

GROUP 1'

Vocational Cost Per

Total Share Student

Enrollment (%) (US$)
t,

546,800 19

:853'77113,525,100 25

2,248,900 28 ,971
96,700 37 2278
83,400 53 -6205

4513110,300 29 .7,

77,200 37

/T8811,300 39

786,700 °32 3013
. 40,100 59 . 2203

976,700 118245

400 25 985
284,000 38 5222
66,600 32 2901

162,600 43

:(3',1t:52,600 46

703,600 35

36 31X43,50b

2,100
500

1,000
3,200

426,100

9,100
-7,200
2,900

400

2,000
8,4d0

.1,100

2,900
1,100
16,100

1,100
1,000

44,300
.900 .

5,500

33

00

20 .7

19

39 ,

32

24

45

25

35

38

27

45

37

17'

36

10

29

11

47

O

ifs

'1216

'3376

1771___
4227
399

3418
1.5613,

2829

1093,

1414
858-

3107
1793

374

1043
1393

49

1050

635
..3009

Canada . 1975 39.0
United States 1975 57.6
Japan a/ 1975 24.7
Austria 1975 19.2'1'

Belgium b/ 1975 22.0
Denmark 1975 r :29,7

-

Finland 1975 18.6
'France b/ 1975 24.3
)Jest Germany 1974 19.3
Ireland 1975 5.5
Italy 1975 25.5 ,
Luxembourg' c/ 1970 1.6
Netherlands 1975 .9

Norway 1975' 22.2
Sweden 1975 28.0
Switzerland 1975 13.8
United Kingd6m 1974 016.7

NewZealand 1970 18.4

GROUP .2

,Benin

Botswana-
'Burundi
Congo
Egypt
Ghana
rvory.Coest
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
MadagasCir
MalaWi
Mali
Ma ius

Rwa
SomaliO,

. Sudan
Togo

Uganda

1975
19 75

1975
1975
1975
1975

1975
1970
1970
1975
19 75

1975
1975

1970
1970

1975
1970
19 70

1970

1975

0.8

0.6
2.8

13.5
1.2

1.7
0.8

t 0.5

1.6
1.2

0.3
0:6
2.7

1.5

0.3
0.4
1.1

0.5

0.6
7.8

4
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.

ft .
Enrollmeint Vocational Cost er

Ratio '.41k Total Share 'Stud nt
Countr4

.

.. Year (%) Enrollment (1.) ( S$)
...

C.

GROUP 2 (continued) -

Cameroon 1970 '0.5
Tanzania ' 1975 0.2
Upper Volta 1975 0.2
Zambia 1975 1.9
Barbados. 1970 3.9
Costa'RiCa . 1970 10.3
El Salvador 1970 3.3
GuateTala 1970 - 3.5
Jamaica , 1970' 5.
Mexico b/ 1975 9.8
Nicaragua 6./ 1970 5.7
Panama 19 70 6.6
Argentina' . 1970 14,2
Chile b/ 1975 16.2
Colombia 1970 4.7.
Guyana 1973 3.4

4h. Paraguay 1973 . 5.5
'...,

iAdghanisian 1970 0.5
Cyprus e/ 975 1.0
Dem. Kampuchea fA971 1.7
Hong Kong, 1975 10.4
India 1970 6.4
Israel . 1974 23.5
Jordan J./ 1970 2.2
touth Korea --'' 1970 8.0
Laos 1970 - 0,2
Malaysia 1970 2.0
Pakistan 1974 1.9
Nepal 1975 ,. 2.0

. Philippines c/ '1975. -MO
Singapore 1975 9.2

...Sri Lanka 1970 1.2
Syria . . 1975 .11.6
Thailand 1975 3.5
Greece : 1974 15.5
'Malta' 1975 . 4.6
Portugal b/ 1914 11.6'
Spain 1970. 8.9

.
,

.

2,700 19
3,100 32

1,100. 18
8,400 70

800 13
15,500 13
9,500 .23

TrA 3715,600
6,900 41

520,200 4 a. 63
,/.. 4,400 23

4'1( 8,200. 28
274,600 37
149,600 49.
85,600 39
200 30
7,900 32
7,700

a

45
: 600 83

10,400 40

44,500 43
2,903,600 39

65,100 31
4,500 16

201,400 .61
400 50 .*

17,000 36

114,900 . 39

23,500 22

764,700 35

22,600 53
12,300 28

73,700.. 45

131,000 , 21
97,800 34
1,400

64,700 43

224,900 )'50

10.

2565

3682
238

1167
1607 .

327

627
273

409

519
184

669
124Af

22

180
718

304
270-
202

155
9, 0-

15'
37
5

2

76

600

1209

169
100

18

1059
271

657
321
706

1610
493
484
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Cbuntry Year

Enrollment
o Ratio

(%)

Total
Enrollment

Vocational
Share

(.4)

Costcper
Student

(US$)

GROUP 3

Algeria 1970 1.7 19,500 45 982
Ecuador 1970 7.7 38,700 40 116
Venezuela- 1975 19.0 199,900, 40 2568
Iran 1970 3.1 74,700 50 501
Iraq 1970 5.2 42,400 44 805
Kuwait 1975 9.3 8,100 23 6561
Saudi Arabia 19 74 r-2.6 19,800 23 20996

a/ Expenditure on public education only.
b/ EXpenditure of the Ministry of Education only.
c/ State-expenditure only.
d/ Federal or central government eXpehditure.
e/ Expenditure of Greek Education Office only.

) f/ Ministry of Education only, including capital expenditure.
East Bank only.

Source: Educational data from UnescO, Statistical-Yearbook 1977,
and earlier years.

1

Per'capita income andexChange rate data from IBRD,
World Bank Tables, 1975 (except for Luxembourg which
4s from IMF, International Financial Statistics,
July, 1977).

O

r4
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Table A.2: COST FUNCTIONS:- AVERAGE COST` PER-STUDENT (AC)
UPENDENT VARIABLE

Variable
(1)

All
Countries°

(2)

-

Developing Developing
Countries Count;ies

1975 1975
(3) (4) r,

Developing
Countries

1975

(5)

Constant

Developed Country

. Dummy

1875 AummY --/

Total Enrollment
11- (000)

Enrollment Ratio
(ER),"

ER
2

R2 I

577

1033
(1.02)

1569

/
(2,.49)

18.9
(.46)

.161

83

1813

60

(1.38)

.060

32

1749

23.03'
(2.07)

.125,

32

2316

-336
(2.78)

14.7

(2.44)

.?20

32.

9

Note: Developing Countries exclude oil-prod
Numbers in pareathesis.are t-rarins.

ng countries.

Sodrce: Based on the,"Intertational Cross7Section," Table A.1.

81
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Table A.3:
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COST,FUNCTIONS: REAL COST PER STUDENT (AC' /Y)

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

0

2

...f
All

Countries
Developing
Counfties

Developing
Countries

Developing
Countries

Variabte 1975 1975 1975
(1). (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 4.235 11.883 8.971 2:924
621.

Developed Country .255_

Dummy (.11)
0 .

1975 Dummy 5:312
s

(3.71) =

0

Total Enrollment'

(000)

Enrollment Ratio -.787
(ER) (3.85)

0

(3.63)

1/(2.ER) _!

. 4286
/

.

° 83

'

.116

32
.

32

Note: DeveAping Countries°exclude. oil-producing countries:._
Numbers in parenthesis aretvatios. .

.-.

..

SoUtce: Based oh the "International Cross-Section," Table A.1.
.

,
r

O

82*

4.214
(4.97)

.451

,32

4

I,

O
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Table B.1: ,HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AND COST PER'STUDENT
IN GHANA, SELECTED YEARS, 1957-75

al-

9

Ye'ar

Highdr Education
Number of. '.Share°Of Education
Students Budget (percentage)'

Cost Per Student
(in ,constant 1057

US dollars)-

,1957,

1960
.1965

° 1970
.1974
1975 '

2,163'

2,959
4,836
5,426
7,466
9,079r

.

s
20,...,5

13'.3

T6.6

25.1
-2'19.8

16.8

4,145
4,047

1,650
1,237

736

0.0!

-Note: Cost refers to recurrent expenditure.

Source: Based on UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook, various years
and International Monetary Fundy International
Financial Statistics, various issues.

,° /

Table B.2: HIGRE1.:EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AND COST-PER STUDENT

f e JAPtYPT, SELECTEDYEARS; 1957-75

I

R. ,Number of Higher Education Cost Per Student
e . Students -Share of Education (in Constant 1957
. Year (in '000) Budget ipeicentage) US dollars)

... _ ,..,

' .

- . 1957 , 83. x 13:8 -vs>

<T1.29. :4191' 115 '13.8
. , 1962 '. 143 .20.8 309° ,.

4. -1963 146 - 20.9 , ,-28(7-,---
,.

la.' i 221938

1964. 144 21.4

.. ..., ,
.* 1970 218- '.20.4, 195

, 1974 ..'381 29.4 . `*.. 227ilt

- 1975 426 .' 30.0
? 210

--...., , .

*

I.
.,-Note: Cost refetm to recurrent expenditure..

r x ' a i, ..
4-10.SoUrce: Bisedlon UNESCO, Statistical. Yearbodk, various years .

and Interdational Monetary Fund Int ti al-

.Financial Statistics,various issues.

.

'3

.
e

4o,

4

9
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Table B.3: HIGHER EDUCATION ENROLLMENT AND COST PEAR STUDENT
IN MEXICO, SELECTED YEARS, 1961-75

Year

thibberof
Students
(in '000)

Higher Education
Share of Education
Budget.(percentage)

Cost Per Student
(in constant'1961-

US dollars)
i

r

1961
1962
1963.

1964

1965
1970
1974

1975

,' .94
101

110
<117

133
- 48
453
520

'.-

.

15.2
12.8
13.9
12.3
12.7
4/.4

11.7

12.6
° ,

. r.

4

.

259°.

248
270

331

323
189

256
231'

.

Note: Capital expenditure is included in.the 1961-64 cost:

Source: Based on UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook, various years
and International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics, various issues. .

-

*

Table B.4: UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT AND RECURRENT COST PER
41 STUDENT, THAILAND, 1954-64

Year Enrollment
Cost Per. Student

(in consiants1964 bahts)

19g4 : 8,369 2;321

1959 12,451 6,153

1964 15,608., 9:423

Source: Biased cln,Reifk (1972), p. 219 and Inter-
national Monetary Fund, -Financial
Statistics 1965/1266.

.

tawoot*-
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Table B.5:1 RECURRENT COST PER STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
EAST AFRICA, 1968-70

(in shillings)

1968 1969
College' Enrbllment Cost Enrollment Cost

1970

Enr011ment Cost

Makerere
Nairobi
Dar-es-Salaam

Total

1,805
1,539

987

''4,331

15,660 2,242 13,660
'17,140; 1,928 -15,000
15,520. 1,292 13,100

5,462 14,000

2,44°3

2,296
1,542

13,140
13,320

11,600

.6;t81 12,840

Source: Bennett (1972), p. 125.

o

Table B.6: ENROLTONT AND COST PER STVDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
701 ZAMBIA,-1969-73

.

to.
Cost per .Student

Student , (in constant
Year Enrollment 1969 kwacha)

1969 ,991 3,808
1970 1,184 3,294
1971- 1,567 2,81384'

1972 3,021
'1973 2,158 2,658

4

Source: Sanyal et al (1976), op. cit., s

pp. 108, 112 end International
Monetary Futd, Financial
Statistis, 1974.

1

I. .
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Table B.7: RECURRENT COST PER UNIVERSITY STUDENT,_
ZAMBIA,, 1971-1977

Cost Per Student
Year (in constant 1969 kwtcha)

1971

1 1972

'@42,14.6

1,915
ft---.°

. 1973. 2,2591

1974 1,814

1975 1,563

1976
1

1,942

1977 1,374 11

AM.

-Source: World Bank Sources..

Table 4. ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT IN PARISTAN,0
1964 AND 1975'

Recurrent Cost
. %- StUdeui/Teacher ", , Per S'tude'nt"

.

"Yeaf Enrollment f Ratio (current PRs)
. .

1964 L... 1,240
.

5 5,23Q

1975 ,000 '8
4

5,,345 /

- --'N
l I 4

Note: Data refer to Lyallriur AgriCultural University.
,

., if ,
,

, -4V
Source: WOrld Btnk Estimates. 7

,8 6

14.

P.

o,
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Table B.9t THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE AVERAGE COST PER.
STUDENT AND TOTAL ENkOLLMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION,

° FRANCE 1964-1978

Year

Number of
Students
Enrolled
(in '000)

Cost Per
Student

(in constant

1976 francs)"

.1964 'tb2 41./6 10,361
1965. .452 10,226
1966 515 9,231
1967 564 10,002
1968 .621 9,857
1969 729 9,310
1970 755 9,169
1971 801 9,062
1972 838 8,736.
1973 8'92 8,105
A74 897 8,045
1975 94b 7,705
1976 997 6,985

'1.977 1,Q15 7,073.
.. 1978 1,02& 7,138

Real Cost
Index PT

(1964 = 100):'

(

100

tot

Source:
r .

6

r and Lgvy7Gdrboua (1979) p. 262.

8w

4

4

0

4,*
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Table C.1: RECURRENT COST PER STUDENT IN EL SALVADOR; 1975,
"lb

Educational
Level

Primary
Secondary
-.General
Commerce
Industrial
Agriculture

Higher

Cost Per Student'
(in colones)

123
291/
136

128

269

174
. 1,334

Note: at Refers to a three-yeavcYcle.
r

Source: World Bank estimates.

VP :

Table C.2': RECURRENT COST-PER STUDENT IN THE SUDAN, 1974.

.

o ;

; .
t

Faculty
Cost Per, Student

(i.LSd}

Agriculture
Science
Engineeiing,
Medical Sciences
EconoMict
Arts
La4

4
713'

605
661

1,042

.' 527-. .

681
,7OO

Source: Sanyal et 40. (1975)r

4

4

0

P. 88.

t. .

-t

T o

O ' -

a.
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Table C.3: RECURRENT COST PER STUDENT BY FACULTY,
MAKERERE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, 1965

(in shillings)

Faculty Cost Per .Student

Agriculture
Science
Medicine
Arts and Social

Sciences
Education.
Fine Arts

34,532
25,540
27,822

13,372
13,246
18,0,056

Source: Bennett (1972), p. 114.

Table 6.4:- STUDENT/TEACHER RATIOS BY FACULTY,
MAKUUME UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, 1962-66

Faculty 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Agriculture 3 4 4 5

Science _6 4 5 5 6
Medicine 5 5 5 5 5

Arts and Sociak_
Sciences 8 7 10 11 13

Education 20 13 16 16 18

Source: Bennett (1972), p. 115.

1 t

ti -

o 4
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Table C.5: ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT BY
FACULTY, THAILAND, 1964

Faculty and
University

Student
Enrollment

Cost Per
Student
(in.baht)

Engineering
Khon Kaen 59 - 11,927
Chuladong Korn -4 1042

Agriculture
Agr., Husbandry 1,159 5,953
Veterinary, Science 97' 14,333

Economics ,

.

Kasetsart (.... 485 2,887
Thammasat 180 '5

2.
556

Squice: Teiff'(1372), p. 220.
ti

Table C.6: RECURRENT CST PER GRADUATE BY FACULTY, -
THAILAND, MIDr1960s

r a

'4i*

e

7- COst Per
Bachelbr

Faculty baht)

Agriculture-and Husbandry '34,800
Engineering g 20,700
Science ' 0. 81,200. 'It
Medicine 169,000
Socialimid Political ScienCe - 14;100
Law 7,400
Accounting 12,600'

Economics 17,400

Source: Reiff (1972), pp. 262 -3.
11a.-

t .

90

1

.
ft
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Table C.7: COST PER STUDENT IN THAILAND, 96
(in baht)

Subject Recurrent Capital

Social Sciences 1,586 197

Education 4,745 5,015
Humanities 6,349 2,368
Fine.Arts 4,926 2,313
Natural Sciences 10,917, 5,933
Engineering 6,620\ 1,136.
.AgriCulture .6,971 6,070
Medicine 14,717 26,260

Source: Blaug C1971), p, 4-9.

A

a.

Table C:8: THE DIRECT COST PER STUDENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION
11 IN IRAN, 1964
(in rialf per year)

a

Subject
.Sock]. Cost 'Private

CostiiRecurrent .Capital Total

"..\ Humanities 37,710 $5,093 63,803 9,500
Economics. 36,604 25,093 62,697 MOO
Science 86,746 39,724 127,470' .11,500
Agriculture 151,180 39,724 -191,904 11,50
Engtaeeking 100,333 39,724 142,057 12:500

I

Note: 1/ Refers
,

Sdurce-: Rahmini

1

*

..

L

to books and tuition.

(1970), p, 19.

441

?X'
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Table C.9: CAPITAL-COST PER STUDENT PLACE
IN SELECTED ASIAN COUNTRIES kP

(in 1964 US dollars) "
#

. ,.

1r

Educjational

'Level

Area Per
Student Place

Gin M;)

Building
Cost Per
Place

Equipment
Cbst Per

Place

Total Capital
Cost Per
Place

Primary
Lower SeCondary
.General
Vocational

-)

Upper Secondary
General
Technical

University
Science and Related
Arts and Related

1.3

3.0
4o

.

3.0

54

16.0
6.0

35

120
160

120 .

200

960

360

11
.

4 66

101

66

146

1,120
300

46

180.

261f

186
346

2,080
660

Note: FII.ures are averages for Aighanistan, Laos, Nepal, Burma')
-

Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Iran, Mongolia, Pakistan, Rep. of
Vietnam, Ceylon, Rep. of China, Rep. of Korea; Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. 1

#1106
Source: Auerhan and Solomon (1972), p. 319. "

0

Table C.10: THE 'SOCIAL AND PRIVATE DIRECT COST OF

EDUCATION iN.INDIA, 1961
(in Rs per year)

Educational Level

Cost Per Student
Social !Private

Primary. 65 13

Secondary - 330 .54
B.A., B. Sc., B. Comm, 1,142 622'

Engineering 1,84/ 363

M.A. . 1,6 59.6
M. SC IP 3,460-'" 596.

. -

Source:, Hlaug et al (1969), Table 8.12. /

4

..0
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Table .11 THE COST OF EDUCATION IN MALAYSIA 1167
(in M$ per year)

0

.....

4

.Total
Educational Level Cost

Thereof
Income

Foregone
x

Priiary .

Forms I-II

0

. 372
' 524

' 0

/ 0
Forms III-IV 775 r94
Sixth. Form #1,268 :426 ,,,-

University .5,490 ' 1,070
,Engineering . 6,988 ,1;148 -,

p Agriculture 6,988 1,148'

d
Medicine

Other
8,166
4,670

j'

1

1,226
1,070,All

)

Source: _Hoerr-0,973), R.- 257.

0.

r.

Table C.12: COST FEB:STUDENT PLACE IN MALAY ,.1977'

-,Educational
Level .and Type

d

Area Per
Recurrent Student/ Student

Cost Teacher Placel/
ISSO)' Ratio (sq f-t) a

Secondary Schools 132 28 55 .

k Technical 4 350 18 , . 79 .4
VocationAl 369 13 100
Agricultural 2,032 5 151

Note: 1/ Refers to acadmic'and communal,facilities.

Source: World Bank estimates.
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Table AVERAGE COST PER STUDENT BY FACULTY, UNIVERSITY
OF ZAMBIA, 1973.

r -Sin Vacha)

. sa ,Cost Per
Faculty &, Student

..wc.-Social. Sciences hand

.A Hwmagtitigs 724
- 1,073

Agriculture ° -2,962' -
Engin'eering
Medicine

1,610
4,096

ar
"

Source: Sanyal et al (1976), p. 113.

Table C.14: ACTUAL CAPITAL COST PER STUDENT PLACE, ZAMBIA,
MID -1970s

0

4 4
A

4 Capital Cost Per
q

........ \
Subject ":.e7,. Student, US$).

.

-,--
Pei' 4

Education ,. ' -2 7
Engineering 4
#gricultute . -/ 14

'
,4

Source: World.Bank estimates.
o

O

0
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Table C.15: COST PER STUDENT IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA, 1976

\Educational Level
Cost Pef-Student

Recurrent Capital

Primary , 96
0

93
.

High School '220 689
Vocational and Skulanka, 245 n.a.
National High School 631 3,500
Technical 706 n.a.
Teachers ,College 1,125 ,;___ 700
i

Source: World Bank estimates.

Table C.16: COST PER STUDENT IN THE PHILIPPINES, 1966

O

Educational' Level Public Private 0

Primary . 113 .. ,100
Secondary .

.

6 ,

.

,.,

..

i*, 1

* :

% ,

e.

; ..

4. .
ilri ,

0 .V , IP s

-r
,NtO.fie; Cost figures1Ailude 'capital costs.

*.

" 4 494 u t c e : Phil.ipvines .,Itfiqistty- of Education,

.

.'. ' 1 "il. Y e, . ,, "

Il

A A .'t 0

l .10

4

* .9 -

:I >

ei f " g .. " I 1

Collet ther

A

Call

General', :

'r f

' fic,..":,, $.... .. " ,..31,c , 41 .... 0 '4.

cat-lanai. r

s.

.2* " '

.4.

.

6 (1978) 'il . 49,.

. 1

ormal _ 355 288 .

' 11 . . No, , ' *

_

*IN), ;',. 4 Nj 4, 1. 4 .

'.,,,:,,,,

' !-* .., )4-

a , . . It 4 . ,, ,. I..? ' -41'.'

N :

I , 4 4,

'

14.1114

40

4

R

' t 4 : 2

,..... ;

.

, *22

1 .

a

r ..... t vs4

.

* I

1,361

,,* t.)..
-N-14.-'

.

::t ,1 1.

335'

442

.

1,4

.

.°

294

...r. .

. -g.

I. ) 1,4 P t '

, .0 0.
, . , 4 .

-1

0

,,,

lik:ea '')..

, 1

'41 4 4

134
381

, . .4 ..

..

.

.

. '1, .,$

. .

..% %.1" : 11471-101 It

.:'

, $

...

.. ,

. . ,

1,,,

4.

.. .. ,
, .- '

.1...

.e

' .

.

.

.
4.,..

,

...

v

,..

. , ..,--...

,.

. .

..I.

g

t , 4 .

.. .
v .., it '

4,

..°

16

10 I ' t
A

M. *

t

41' - o .44 41 .. 1.4

, '44
1 a

I,
a.*
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, . Table C,18: INCREIgNTAL ,CAPIT4 ,COST. pet SEW STUDENT 4p4,4,,v.C.c... .,. . ..

. t..1,. ot,,-....-v cl. 4 . . ..
'or IN "ETHIOPIA, 1.95 a ks, ...-- `'. . . ,q. . s", -.1 43, ' ''' ..-1 A .1 ' e*

%:' ',. . , 0... ' .4., 4..': . .VP' ' ,4. , 1 ),,,,,"20, -' .
. a. .1\ e tf, -

is,4 ....?
-.--- .. Z o l'-: . lia5 4

,..,
4" . ''' f'Nii .: I ,

.% W.
, - .

1 , ...- ;.'' 4 T -"te _. X Ci.pl.tal Gost

0 1: " 4 %.t.l." i onal Lel.N1 , -; 1'ialates 'tt- . ' (US$) -. -.. e

, ,,_. ,. Nt ,
es. Aet N. A ,'

,, 1.
44.C-

0 * i., . ' !.67',44 '41 , evil: Sttideirf . Per Student: - - :',"' ' 1 4 !.* ;'$,. .

. -II,. .. 4, J 4.,, ,,, , ".' s , e .

It
,ik .S. . A. 24147 .

1 , 1 ...
4 #

*it *;'.'
/' . , ,, .,

, . 1 v,,,,, t. .;,.
. . 4,1.71-%k* 4.

rY s - ,... . wi

.Secodarlr: r le
.Jurtiotk 4 lis 396.3,600!

2,560'Senior " i 57'2
Forest Ranger Trainink Center 40 1 ' : 4,350
Health Assistants Training 4 _. .Center . - '. . 360 3,486
Soci4. Stience Center 720 2,741

...7

-.91 I:-
e

c

Table C.17: g THE INCREMENTAL CAPITAL COST PERSTUDENT PLACE
,_ IN TH'E PHItIr3INES; 1976

f---
, -

.,
.

institution and
'Faeui.eyv . .
University. of ,the

Phil.ippines;' Lbs Banos

College of Fortatry
Department of Animal Science
prallege:,of Vet. Medicine

'a

Visayas 'Sta,te College, of
-, Agriculture

Incrempntal Capital Cast
Capacity Per EppTa

(Number of .SiuAgat
Extra .SiudentW A (US$)

, 475
410-

v140 .

` :5.50

ILr 6-05z .9.
104731

.27,857

:2310g1

.,./tote: - Capital cost refet,s mainly to site develogrgent.,"4,
..

-I
. building, furniture and technical assistance. .

. >:::. On a

. Sourde: Bank.estimates.r?

1,

%

a

:

gt 247

1

*

d

to.

s.
, .. .. ,, .... .'i t b 1 ... \

4%
IC. '.7 , do

+4. c. .. ,,, - . .:

20 .t;

P t ..I

'0 44 1,t

4

Source: World Bank estimates.! '

c)
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'able C.19: CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT LACE IN
INDONESIA, 1971°

,(in Rps)

t

Educational Level Capital Cost Per agaent

Primary 800
Lower Secondary

General -
__

950,
Other 1,900

Upper Secondary
General 1,300
'Other *2,550

University 4

Aliis ,
iieric4', .

11,000
17,500

Source: World Bank.esti ates.

(

Tabl C.20:e THE COST PER STUDENT BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL IN
INDONESIA, 1974

.-. (in US$)

1/- Educational Level
Cost PerStudent

Recurrent Capital

Primary , 19 118
. T Secondary .:..

Lower . 58 - . 930
Upper 106 1,127

Higher 156 4,30,0

1 -1

ote: Data are 1971-75 average's and refer
9'

.

to the economics faculty it all State
Universities.

Source: ,World Bank estimates.

s
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Table d.21:' RECURRENT COST PER STUDENT IN THE HONDURAS, 1972

(in L)

Educational Level . Cost Per Student

Primary 83
Secondary

General ' 416
Vocational 244996

Source: World Bank estimates.!

Table C.22: UNIVERSITY ENROLLMENT AND RECURRENT EXPENDITURE PER
STUDENT IN. SINGAPORE, 1976, 1978

-40)

. Enrollment (Cost Per StudentB(S$)
Subject 1976 1978 1976 1978

Accountancy k,1,437 1,378 2,036. 2,558
Architecture 462 518 5,492 6,040
Engineering 1,133 1,312" 4,771 5,038

All subjects 1,032 3,215 3,585 4,136

.Source: iWarld Bank estimates.

Table C.23: CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT, SINGAPORE,
MI.U-1970s

(US$)

Faculty Cost Per Student

accountancy
chitecture

Engineering

2,391
5,889
8,885.

Source: World B.ank estimates.

9"
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$

,Table C.24: THE CAPITAL COST PER STUDENT PALACE IN
ALGERIA, 1978

(IV)

Institution C st .Per Student

National Institute ofMechanical
Engineering

Setif' 30,833
Tiaret 34,583

J,

. Institute for Vocational Teacher
4 Training 17,300

.Technical Teacher Training College 39,000

. 5ourct: World Bank estimates.

able.C.2-5: THE RECURRENT COST .PKR STUDENT OF POST-SECONDARY
NON-UNIVERSITY INSTITUTIONS IALGERIA, 1973

, (US$)

gInstitutioin
. Cost Per Student

'Algerian Petroleum'Institute ; )

Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Y. 3,281
Institute of Agricultural Technology)

.

..

Source: World Bank estimates.

Table C.26: RECURRENT AND CAPITAL COST PER STUDENT PLACE,
BANGLADESH, 1968'

ti

' (in Rps)
I

Educational' Level
Cgst-ipx Student
Capital -Recurrent

.1Pridiary,

Secondary General
180
329

19

.76
College. 1,948 152.
Piiinary Training Institute 3,795 936
Junior Training Institute 5,805 788
Technital Institute 6;015 1,650
.Polytechnic Institute 61919... 998
Engineering College 24,004 2,618

6 .
4

Sources: World' Bank estimates.
e; .

ow
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Table C.27: CAPITAL AND RECURRENT.COST PER STUDENT,
PAKISTAN, 1975

(in PRs)

Educational Level
Capital
Cost'

RecurTent
Cost 7

Primary -...1-

Secondary
38

270
100 .

350
Technical, Dip qma 2,000 2,000
Technical,

l' , College
De ee 5,000

800
4,500
1,000

University 15,000 5,b00,,

Source: UNDP (1%77) , p. 216. .

Table C.28: RECURRENT COST PER STUDENT IN'SIERRA LEONE, 1975
(in Le)'

Educational Level Cost Per Student

. Secondary General-
Secondary Technical

( 99
348

Source: World Bankastimates.
1 ,

Table C.29:- RECURRENT COST PER STUDENT'411 KOREA, 1976
(in US$) ,

Education Level Cost Per Student

Secondary School
,

-
''

..

echnical. 162
griCultural 1A2 .

ommercial 172
Hi : "her, Non7University

echnical '. 277.

riculiural '''161

o Source: World Bank istimates.,t
"*.

10e
40

J

.

k
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Tablet.30: E INCREMENTAL CAPITAL COST PER STUDENT PLACE
IN KOREA, 1978

Education

Engineering
Undergraduate 16050 3,060
Graduate 236 10,000

.%

Incremental Capital'Cost
Capacity Per Extra
(Number of Student
Students) (US$)

Source: Korea Ministry ofEducation (1979), pp. 65-6.

7 ,

'
.....-

Witt.. Table C:31: MEDIAN CAPITAL COST PER STUDENT PLACE IN'
WORLD BANK gbUCATION PROJECTS, -1974 =1977

(in 1977 US$)

4 .

1

'

*

'

Educational Level
and Curriculum Cost Per Student Place

lion- Formal

Basic
Vocational

Primary /
i

.

Secondary
General
Vocational

Post-Secondary, Non-University
Teacher Training ,

Vocational
University' .

-

we,

.

:

.

'

485
5,163
,223

1,570
2,094

2,044
3,100

13,766

),

.

Note Cost refers to constr4:&, furnitufe 'end
equipment expenditures.

'o
1

SourCe: World'Bank estimates:

101
c
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Table C.32: PUBLIC EXPEeffITURE PER STUDENT 'IN NORWAY, 1966
6 (in NKr),

Faculty

Law'
Arts

'Social Sciences
Sciences
Medicine .

Dentistry

Table C.33: .DIRECT'ANNUAL COST PER STUDENT INFRANCE, 1975

'Expenditae Per Student

2;609
3,808,

4,300

9,900
25,500

. ,26,300

SoUrce:

c.

/

Aarrestad (1972), p..277.

Educdtibnal Level

Cos" Pe
Student

(in francs)

Thereof
Personnel Post
(percentage

14

65'
74

.44

31
38

38

Primary
'Secondary, 1st cycle
Secondary', ,nd, cycle, General

- " Technical
Higher, Law. and Economics

Humanities
Sciences '4 . 2

Engineering,
.f

I

I I

Note:

Source:

2,285,
4;650
7,800

'9,000
4, 300

5,000
iyoo
19,opp

The cost of higher education excludes research
o 4
expenditures.

44

klicher d Levy -Garboua (1979), p. 245

102.%
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Table C.34: ANNUAL COST PER STUbENT PLACE-BY SUBJECT,
UNITED KINGDOM; 1968

(in E)

Subject

First Degree
Recurrent Cdpital-

.
t

.

.

Arts ' . 413 1:70'9
S t5clal Science." 334 1,702
Science . 492.. 3,136)
Technology- ,662- 23(,757i

. .

1 'Subjects 459 . 2,408

Masters & Doctoiate
Recurrent Capital

630 2,034
:

.1,104 5,516

905 3,538
I

Note:

4.

current costeexcludesresearch expenditures.
ital cost is amortized On an annual basis.

Sodrce: Morris (1973a), Table 4.

ft

- Table C.35: AVERAGE AND MARGINAL COST BY-SUBSECT,'
UNITED KINGDOM, 1969

.... ,. (im---E)

'Subject Average Cost' Marginal Cost

Arts 326 192'
Social Sciences 309 168

Mathematics 324 141 '
Physical Sciences 629. :38'7

DioloOcal Sciences 760 458

engineering 693 461

Note:

.

Costs are predicted by a multiplicative
cost function.

. ,,...

.

. ,

Source: Verry and Davies (1976), p. 128,
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..Xable C.36: ESTIMATED AVERAGE AND MARGINAL CbSTPERSTUDENT UNDER
ECONOMIES OF SCALE,' UNIVERSITY O'F BRADFORD,DNITED KINGDOM', 1972

,

(in 1967 E)

Y.
1 ,

, Cost Per Student'
,

. Subject L Average Marginal

'1,173

1,16T

.c,

.

Chemical:Engineering'
'Civil Engineering
Pharmacy

1,615

1,682

2,05l
Color Chemistry 2,016 !

.Materilas Science. -A
/ 2,684

4. Physic.i.. 2,524,
Biology 2,070
Social Sciences

.

1,150

All Subjects 1,£8 f

1,160
.

1,241
2,248 4

2,031
1,605

989

1,330

Source:' lotomley and Dunworth (1974)', Table 1,
columns (12) tad (15)'4'

-fable C.37: AVERAGE COST PER STUDENT BY SUBJECT, UNIVERSITY 'OF
BRADFORD, UK, ACTUAL 1967, 1970 AND PROJECTED 1982

(in constant 1967 E)

(

Subject 1967 1970 1982.

.

. Technology 2,671 2,658 1/
I Chemical engineering 2,350 .2,189 1,615

Civil engineering 2,265 2,133 1,682
Eledtrical engineering 2;875 3,102

f : Mechanical engineerihg 3,410 3,468
4 % Textile technology ' 2,440 2,619 , ,t

Science 2,961 2,822 0
Pharmacy 2,719 2,826 2,051
Ophthalmic optics 3,046 2,552

,Chemistry ° 3,225 3,336
Color Chemistry, 3,591 3,354 2,016
Materials Science 3,144 3,217 \ 2,684
Physics 3,144 3,214 2,524
Biology 3,393 3,678 2,070
Mathematics 2,6,33 1,892
Statistics 2,044 1,456

Social Studies, 3 1,684 1,482
Social ences .. 1,791 1,361 1,150
Managemen . 1,59 1,740 VP'
Applied s cial studied . 14791

,
1,629

0 All )Subj is , 2,405 2,321 1,864;)

. .
Note: 1/ Noiavailable.

. .

Source: Bottomley and Dunworth (1974), Table 2. Solumns (2),
ani (12). - 0

,
. e
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Table C.38: COST PER STUDENT BY LEVEL.OF EDUCATION IN PORTUGAL
, . (in current Escudos) .1

Eduqiiional Level 1973 H1976. ,1975 1976 1977 1978 1979,0
Pr1mary, 1,673 24.90 4,416 '5,321 7,288 - 8,226 10,374
Preparatory, 5,331 6,337 10,969 12,141 15,190 13,191 17,658.,
Secondary 5,006 6,252 9,598 10,071 13,121 15,329 a7,811-- .

cher Training n.a. n.a. 14,960. 18,380 36,00 n.a. n.a.
Ndniversity

Post-secondary n.a. 20,900 30,231 42,274
Univesity 10,420 15,760 22,4Q0 25,080 33,510 'n.a. n.a.

Note: Cost refers only to recurrent expenditure.
n.a: = not available.

Source: Based on information 'supplied-by the.Ministry'of Education,
Directorate of Financial Serviced' and Emilia' Sao Pedro' and
Varela (1978).

1

.Table F.39: ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT AT THE
A "NEW" UNIVERSITIES, PORTUGAL

Year

1975

1976
1 77

1 78
1

Number of
'Stu4pts

4!389

4340
2,38i

4,725
5,789

Cdst Per
-Student '

(in. escudos),

136,013
213,612
106,507
124,115

Real Cost
Per Student
(1975 = 100)

100

. 19

n.a.

Note: The "new" univesities institutedlin the early,
1970s are:

Institute Universitario Acores (agriculture, administration)
n

Evora (agriculture)
Aveiro (engineering)

Universidad Minho (engineering and teache,training)
Institute Polytechnico de Vila Real (agriculture)
Instituto Polytechnico de 'covilhg (engineering, toktiles)
Universidad Nova de Lisboa (social sciences, technology

and medicine)
School of Music of Madeira

Instituto. de Artes Plasticgs
.

School igf Dentistry of Lisboa arid,Porto

. Source: As in Table C.38.

*g 1 0
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Table C.40: ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF COIMBRA, PORTUGAL

Year

Cost Per
Number of Stud.ont

Students (in escudos)

1975 .1 8,583 30,830
1976 ,9,861 29,459
1977 11,825 27,953 .

1978 9,470 39,495
4

1979 9,648 46,49$
c

Note: Cost\refers to recurrent expenditure.
The University of Coirlibra

.,offers mainly classical subjects.

SoUrce: Estimates'base information
supplied by the Minitry of
EdLcation, Directorate of
Financial S ces.,'

Table .C.4f:: ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF LfSBOA, PORTUGAL

5k\

Cost Per,
1 NUmber of Stident .

Year Students (in escudos)

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

-17,493
21,928
20,678
22)986

19112

'17,125

16,786
20,601

1:676'40

26,177
.

1

Note: This branCh of the University
of Lisboa offers, mainly

classical subjects.

ource: As in Table C.38.

N

10 G
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tattle C.42: ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT-AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF PORTO, PORTUGAL.

. Cost Per

Year
Number of

. Students
- Student .

(in escudos)

1975 10,664 19,380
1976 14,682 22,885
1977 1 16,248 21,623
1978 13,362 30,067_ ' :

1979 13,857 37,637

Source and Note: As in-Table C.38.

A

Table C.43: ENROLLMENT AND COST PER STUDENT AT THE -

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF LISBOA; PORTUGAL

. I.
Cost Per

Number of Student
' Year Students' (in escudos)

.

1975 8,252 28,510
"1_1976 12,529 22,982

1977 . 15,077 24,496
1978 14;015 23,632
1979 11,47 37,505' ti

$00.rca and Note: As in Table C.38.

k-

Y.
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Table D.1: MONTHLY 'SALARY BY EDUCATIONAj 6UALTFICATION,-
ZAMBIA, .1974

(in K)

Educational
QualifiCation

Diploma-1/

B. Sc.
, M.A., M. Sc.
Ph.D.

'Monthly
Salary .

238 .

327

343

393

...,..., . ,6Note: 1/ Weighted average,
k

.one- ...

o'to,three7year diploma.

SourCe: 'SanYal,'et al (1976), p. 354.
.

. ,

, . .

T4ble .2: AVERAGE DAILY EARNINGS BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL,
PAKISTAN, 1975
(inps) 0

,

Educational Level Employees Self-Employed
6

Illiterate '114. 15.5 -

Primiry or less 12.k ,16.8
MidaleSchool .

12.8 17.3
Matriculation .& Intermediate '14.3 18.6 .

Degree ' 17.3 20.7.

Note: Based on a survey of 12,80 non-farm employees
- -

/- and self - employed persons.

,Sotifce: UNDP(1977), p. 83.4

t
TableD.31 INCREMENTAL: EARNINGS POTENT* BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL,

'PAKISTAN, 1975
o (percentage),

- Educational Level ' Employees. Self- Employed

Literacy 6.9 9.9
Addle School 3:8 2.9
Matriculation 16.5 8.9
Degree 23.9- 17.9 .

Source:. fUNDR (1977),.P. 9L.

:108
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Table D.4: AVERAGE EARNINGS OF THE UNIC7gSITY OF PHILIPPINES
4I)

GRADUATES

Field of

Specialization

Average. Earnings

(pesos per month)
All Fields Own Field

Business administration 413 522
Liberal arts 375 375

.:.. iLaw . 660 65t

Civil engineering 444. . 444
: ,PhysicaOience '' 342 357

.Agriculture r , 2.79 291
Hechanical.engineering '525 521
Chemical engineering - ,'451 386

Note: Data refer to 1969.,

"
Soutce: ILO (1974), pp. 638-9.,

0

Table D.5: EXPECTED A&D ACTUAL MONTHLY STARTING
SALARIES BY, FACULTY, ZAMBIA. 1974

' (in 14), z

Expected Starting litual .

Faculty Salary Salary

Law: '' 346 390
tBusinegs 253 312
Social Sciences,

,

Humanities _ 252, 295
Engineering, Technology 210 249
Agriculture 221 .226-

NaturalSciences 231 266
Medicine.. -206 257

Source: Sail et al (1976),' pp. 325, 354.

'

100
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Table D.6: PUBLIC SECTOR STARTING SALARIES IN MALAYSIA, 1979
(in M$)

Subject --Salary

Arts 865
Law st. 925
Accountancy 1,165
Actuary dA0225
Sciende 865

0 Agridditure 925
Engineering 985
Architecture 1,105
Mpdicine 1,225
Ventistry 1,105

4`

/(
'Sotrce: Federation of Malaysia (1975),

Volumes I and II.

A

Table D.7: MID-CAREERANNUAL EARNINGS IN IRAN,-1964
(in rials)

4

Educational Level
and Subject

. ,

Earnings at Age 35

Secondary School Diploma
Hi 4er Education

nities
Economics
Sciemd,e

.Agricultu re

Engineering
0 '

4p,

136,080

276,480
318,720
318,720--

364,8'00

410;880

Source: Rahmani .(1970, p..15.

000

11O
V

t

4
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Tibia D.e: STARTING.AND MID- CAREER SALARI
.TANZANIA, 1974

(shillings/month).
(000) .

Y FACULTY,

Faculty
Starting Mid-Career Growth
Salary Salary , Ratio 1/

4
Arts
Law

Science
Agriculture

.Engineering
Medicine

1,188 1,786 1.49
1,854. 1.50

1,107' 1,851 1.42
1,379 1,927 1.40
1,580 2,151 1.36
1,853 2,393 129,

1/ Mid-career to starting salary ratio.
.

Source: Sanyal and Kinunda (1977), p. 264.
1 ,

Table D.9: PUBLIC SECTOR STARTING SALARIES IN TANZANIA, 1974
"(in 000 sh.)

oSubject Monthly Salary

Teacher (arts) ' 1,475
Sciences 1,530

. .
Economics 1,530
Agriculture 1,595
Engineering, .1,865
Doctor of Medicine 2,110

Source: Sanyal and Kinunda.(1977), p.

-

Table D.10: EXPECTED SALARY AND DESIRABILITY.. OF
SELECTED PROFESSIONS IN TANZANIA

ProfessiOn
Expected Monthly Desirability

Salary (in 000'Sh.) Rank

Engineer t

Social Scientist
Lawyer
Businessman
Agiiculturisr
Natural Scientist'

1,602
1,369
1,458
1,447-

1,38'4

1,301

1

2

3

4

5

6

Source: Sanyal and Kinunda (1977),p. 212.
, 1
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table D.11: PUBLIC SECTOR STARTING ,SAIARIEVN THE SUDAN, 1974...
(in LSd)

.

.
Post-secondary .

. Course Duration. Annual Salary

2 years
.-

3 years
4 years
5 years

arts or sciences
engineering

A

V

4

300
340

406
478
425

- ,530
5606 years (medicine)

-
\-"

_SJource: Sanyale.t al' (1975), p.'91.

- Ot AO'

,..,.,

:0

I
Table D.12: MEAN ANNUAL EARNINGS BY DEGREE LEVEL AND-

SUBJECT, UNITED KINGDOM, 1967
11. (in E)

First
e"Subject Masters . Doctorate'

,

Arts - 2,6511
2,539Social Sciences 2,681) .2,8-60

v,4
Scl,ences 2,6351

2,866 .% 3,021Technology .2,559) I,

2,736Allattiblects. 2,547 2,995
1)

Note: Data refer to males: Brackets mean a finee
distinction is not d\tailable.

Source: Morris (1973a) .Tables 2 and 3. 4

I

1 z);"
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Table E.I i UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL,
i.

THE PHILIPPINES 1961 AND 1968
. \(percent) ; x

Educetional,Level /.6

Unemployment Rate
1961 1968

No education 4.4
Grades I -,IV

,

11111

4.5
Grades V - VI .4 6.8
High School, 1 - 3 years.' 12.6 13.7
High School graduate - 1.8.1 15.3

1College, 1,- 3 years 18.7 17:4
College 4 + years 7.9 7.2

Overall 8.5 , 7.8

Source: ILO (1974), p. 309.
4;;;;:taltrorr -e,

Table E.2: UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY Y OFc
GRAM:WION, SINGAPORE, 974 .

. '

C-

Year o&gradvation
41

A Unemployment Rate
(percent)

1967 4.6
1970 9.0
1971 13.1
1972 13.1-
1973 20.0

Note: Data refer to 11 vocational and technical institutes.

Source: Pang Eng Fong (1975). Dr 14.

..".
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Table E.3: THE DISTRIBUTION OF THOSE UNEITIOYEB
OVER ONE YEAR BY EDUCATIONAL EVEL,

,JUDAN, 19,74 /

4

Educational Level Percentage

Less than Pr ary
PTimary compl ed, but
bat, less than Secd dary
Secondatylandabov
completed.

30
53-

18

0-*

Source: ILO, (1976), 412.

Table E.4: WAITING PERIOD BETWEEN GRADUATION AND FIRST JOB,
SUDAN, 1974 ',

(percentage) \-./
.

Waiting Period
Social

Engineer Scientist

;

Lawyer

Less than 6 months 96

6 months - 12 months 4

,,year or over 0

77 10

14 60

9 30

Source: Sanyal et al (1975)., p. 219.

/
,

M

a

4

A

I

7
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Table' E.5: ABSORPTION RATES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PHILIPPINES GRADUATES

Fibld of Absorption Rate
Speciali2aticl' . All Fields Own Field

Business administration
.

.90 .60
Liberal arts .95 .81
Law 1.00 1.00
Civil engineering

i- Physical science
.75

1.00
.75

.91
Agriculture .85

Mechanical engineering- .79' .67, .

Chemical engineering .72 .48

Note,: Data refer to 1969.. Absorption rates are based on the
gxevious five years' graduates.'

Source: ILO (1974), pp. 63879.

Table E.fi: EMPLOYMENT ST4TU'S\IF UNIVERSITY GRADUATES, SINGAPORE, 197$
(percent)

3

i ,
Graduates Employed by --

Unemployment earching More- the Public
A . Subject

.

'Rate -\ Than 3 Months Sector
, .

Arts .-
9. 8; 68

Social Sciences ..,,-. . 10 --
>._ 100 68

Business administration 5 88 33
Law 10, 100 ,

56
Accountancy ,'7 '71

-

'28
'Estate management 0 0 60
Science 9 88 75Architecture .O- 0 86
Building science 0 . 0 100
Civiliengineering N

.2.. 4. 0 . 85
Electrical engineering 8 0 83
Mechanical engineering 0. V 0' 50
Sysiems engineering 40 50 33

e-1

411 subjects 13 75 55

4,
Soyce: lini rsity of Singapore (1676), p.

4.
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Table E.7: EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF UNIVERSITY GRADUATES, SINGAPORE, 1976

(percent)

- Subject

Arts
Social sciences
Business administration
Law
Accountancy'
Estate management,
Science
Architeraure.

Building science
Civil engineering
Electrical engineering
Mechanical engineering
Systems engineering

All subjects

O

Graduates Employed by
Unemployment Searching More the,Publir'

Rae Than 3 Months hector

12

2

14

18

10

17

0

18

0

25

17

16.
So

100

100

95

- 17

65

.21

0 0
100 1.

100 78

88 , 82

0 86

0 4 83.

.92

83

0 . 22

0 100 20 i

97 -.60

Source:- University Of Singapore (197,60,7 4.

Tole E.8: GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT-DATA, KOREA, 1975

Educational Level

-Perdent Unemployed Percwit in
or of Vnknown "Relev.Fit"

'Destination Fployment

Secondary School
Technical
Agricultural
Commercial

Higher,Non.:university
,Technical

Agricultural

11

25

25

14

35

Source: World Bank estimates.

89

76

85

88

81

1<

I



Thble E.9: UNEMPLOYMENT PLUS INACTIVITY RATE BYUNIVEkSIh
/1

SUBJECT, KOREA,.1975

Subject
Unemployment Plus Inactivity ,Rate

(Percent)._

..
Literature & Linguistics 46.9
Arts 58.8
Humanities 51.7

'Social Sciences 42..9 .

Natural SCIences k0.3
/ Engineering Z1.5
"Medicine 31.6
Agriculture

University, All Subjects 46.2

Source: Korea Ministry of Education (1974 5), Chapter 26.
I

Table E.10: UNEMPtOYMENT RATE OF JUNIOR VOCATIONAL COLLEGE
` GRADUATES IN KOREA, 1978 44

tr.

Subject aUnemployed as Percentage of Grad e

i.

Technical 77 4w 5
-\,

0ther ...: 19

. sc. i '

All Subjects, k - 11

,Sou.D6e:. Yoon Tel: Kim et'al (1979), p. 14. ,

a

f

1
4 ) 4

a.*
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E11: UMPLOYMENT RATES BY LEVEL AND TYPE OF EDUCATION, INDIA, 1961
(percentage ?'

Education

Illiterate
Literate
PriMary

Matriculate
Technical Diploma
Non-technical Diploma
Degree In Arts, Science
Technical Degree

Engineering
Agriculture

Unempio' Rate

O

2.7
4.18

a

5.19 I

9

k7.7
1

or Commerce

a

3 ..3

1.7,

1.5

:11
o

Source: Blaug- et al (1969), Table. 345,-'

t 6
°

Table E.12: NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED GRADUATES AS'PEAtESTAGE
OF TOTAL NUMBER OF GRADUATES, SUDAN, 1973

. 4

Faculty
Unemployed

''Graduates

J.

aduat,:ei

Arts 49 150 :
Edonamics 66 167.
Agriculture . 3 38'
Law 17- 81
Sciences. 29 a 94°

`Percentage

Unemployed'

: 32.7 .

39.5
'7.9

,o 04,8`
..- l 3Q:9 so

IP a

_Source: Sanyal et al (1975), p. 45.

'7)

.Table E.13: THE INCIDENCE OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN, INDIA, 1971
4 (pticentage)

Age
M. Sc. in

ScieneeS4 Agriculture

20-24 . 25.4 291
4 25-29 10.0 10,.8

30-34 2.4 , 0.6
35-39 1.6 A 1.0
40 -44 C.O.

All Ages 7.6 ° 7.0

1 Mean ,duration months) 16 11

Source: Eswara Prasad (1977),,rles 3 and 5.

s...
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Table UNIVERSITY WASTAGE RATES BY FACULTY? ZrIA, 19781
(percent)

. .

Faculty Wastage Rate
. -

Humanities 19*

Law 25

_ Education 28-'89

Agriculture 17 1

Engineering 40

Natural Sciences 48

Source: World Bank estimates.

4

,Table F.2: ACTUAL UTILIZATION AS PERCENT OF CAPACITY SIERRA LEONE, 1975
(percent)4

School Utilization'

. .. w

.

-\ Freetown Technical-Institute 49

* Kenema Technical Institute N.;., 40

.
.,k 'Kissy Trade Center -71,

Magburaka Trade Center 58 .

4
(

ak/g

$urce: Wo

$

,1

Table F3: ACTUAL UTILIZATIO IS PERCENT OF CAPACITY EL SALVADOR, 1975
- (percent)

pates. Jx

X

Secondary
gducation.Option 4 Utilization

Science and Humanities
Industry
Commerce
.Agriculture
Fisheries

55

15.

16

2

Source: Tiorld Bank estimated.

I

i0

a.
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Table F.4: OVER (+) OR UNDER (- ).UTILIZATION RATES BY
' EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND CURRICULUM TYPE

(percentag-e);

- . General +12
Vocational

Education Level
and Curriculum Utilization Rate

University
General Faculties +4'0

Technical -24
Agriculture -27

Secondary,

Based on World Bank estimates.-
in 42 countries.'

Source: World Bank estimates.

O

r

a,.
Table F.5: ADMISSION RATIOS BY SUBJECT, SINGAPORE, 1977

(net-cent) 114., r
.7

Subject AdMiSSiOreatipll

Arts and Social Sciences 54.4
Science 57.2

7 4

Medicine 46,3
DentisEry

A
54.5

Law 28.9
Business Administration 56.8
Accountancy 32.3
Architecture -29.1
Building and Estatemanagement 61.0
Engineering 59.1
Chemical Engineering 33.3

.

All subjects 51.2

Notes: 1/ Number of students admitted as a percentage
of first choice applidants.

/Source: World Bank es,timates.

120
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Table F.6: UNIVERSITY ANAPPLICANTS ,I.N INDONESIA

\

.

Applicants
.Admissions

9,207
2,532

Admission Ratio .21.5%

Note: Data are 1971-75 averages and .

refer to the economics faculty
in all state universities._

Source: World Bank estimates,.

Table F.7: STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY FACULTY AT HOME)
AND ABROAD, SUDAN, 1974

Faculty
Students Enrolled

At Home!! Abroad

Agriculture 736 t31
Science 4. 1,482 0' 211
Engineering 819 625
Medical Sciences 1,286's 1,356
EcPnomics 1,050)
Ar.csA 821) 1,282
Law A 158)

4

-Notes: 1/ Refers to the University of Khartoum.

Source: Based on Salvel et al (1975)',. pp; 72 and 84.

-J
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-t Table F.8: THE COMPOSITION OF 'ARTS VS SCIENCE UNIVERSITY''
4 ENRWIMENT IN THE SUDAN, 1969-73

. ,

No. of Students Arts as
,

4

F

.

Year `Arts

1969 2,956

1970 3,442

1971 3(534

1972 1,835

1973 2,423

Percentage

'Science of Total

11-49-0 66

2,025 62

.7 2,004 64

2,012 . 48

n2,126 ,-

....,

. 0'
-Source': Sanyal et al (1975)), p: 78.

Table

s

4

F.9: THE COMPOSITION OF%ARTS VS SCIENCE.IN

f`. SIXTH FORM, TANZANIA, 1961-75
,

0

gle

i

A .
'Student Enrollment in ,Arts

Percentage
as

of Total-,..Year Arts Scfrence

I9' t1

1962
1963

1964

1965

1966

1967
19.68

1969
.1970

1971, '
19721
1973

1974
1975
.

89

91

194 ..to

238

259

360 .

357

421

482
, a

546

540
Alt....-.

508,
548 ,

70'
516. ,

. ..

98 47

108

.

467:

11.1,V. 57

225 , 51

344 . 43

.401 47 s..

, 457 44

-508 46

125 34

- 866 39 o

847, - 39 .

' 980. 34 v

1,049 , 34

1,286 38

1,438 261-
. ,.

.

Source: Sinyai et al (1977),:p. 98.

2 2

r
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Table G-.1: THE RETURNS TO HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE PHILIP 'PINES
BY SUBJ,ECT, 1969

(percenege)

Subject
Rate of Return

Private Social

Business and Commerce 14,.0 10.5
Civil Engineering 15.0 8.0
Chemical Engineering 17.0 10.0
Mechanical Engineering 18.0 13.0
Liberal Arts 11.0 ft.a.

Agriculture 5.0 45.0
Law 18.0 15,0
-Physical Science 8.5 n.a.

(
Note: Rates refer to the University of

the Philippines and are unadjusted
for ability. A

Source: ILO (1974), p. 643, Table 162,

4
.

Table G:2: THE RETURNS TO HIGHER EDUCATION IN IRAN BY SUBJECT, 1964

go'

Subject Social Private

Humanities'
Economics
Science
Agriculture

. Engineering

15.3 A.' .20.0

18.5 23.9
14.2 23.
13.8 27..4

.,18.2 30.7

Note: Returns are before growth and
ability adjustments.'

Source,s1 Rahma4 (1970), pp. 19, 20.

L

1'

4



Table G.3: THE PRIVATE RETURNS TO EDUCATION IN MALAYSIA, 1961
(percentage)

S

Education Rate of Return

Primary
Forms I-II
Forms III-IV
Sixth Form
University

Engineering
Agriculture'
Medicine

All other subjects

Source: Hoerr (1973), p. 273.

12'.9

21.1
18.9

15.6
11.4

13.4
9.8

1_2.4

6
:
3

I

ot

. Table G.4: RATES OF RETURN TO INVESTMENT INDUCATION IN INDIA; 1961
(percentage)

Education.
Rate or Return

Social Private

Primary (vs illiterate) 29.2. 24.7
Matriculate (vs middle) 16.1 18.4
First degree (vs matriculate)12.7 14.3
Engineering (vs matriculate) 16.6 21.2

.

Source: Blaug et al (1969), Table 10.1.

Table G.5: SOCIAL RATES OF RETURN TO INVESTMENTkIN
HIGHER EDUCATION IN NORWAY, 1966

(percentage).

Subject Rate of Return

Arts, 1st Degree
Liw, Private Employer
Economics
Business Administration
Science, 1st Degree
Medicine
Dentistry
Agricultural Science
Engineering, Private- Industry=

4.3
10.6

8.9

16.6
6.2

3.1
2.6
2.2
8.7

Source: Aarrescad,-41972), p. 4:14

O
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Table G.6: THE, RETURNS TO GRADUATE EDUCATION IN CANADA, 1967
(percentage)

Subject
Rate of Return
Social Private,

Masters

Busine'ss Administration 9.0 16.3
Engineering 2.0 4.5

Doctorate _ .

Engineering .. -3.5 1.5
Mathematics -5.5 .3

A

Note: The control group is a bachelor's degree.

Source.: Dodge and Stager (1972),.;Iabie IV.

-"L

Table G.7:. RATES OF RETURN TO INVESTMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION
BY SUBJECT,UNIVERSITY OF BRADFORD, UK, 19'67

(percentage)

Subject,
Rate of 'Return

Social Private

Chemical Engineering 9.6 .25.0
Civil Engineering 9.7 29.0
ElOctrical 6.0 19.5
Meahanical Enginering 5.0 19.5
Chemistry 6.5 22:5
Physics 7.5 24.0
Mathematics 7.5 '23.5
Statistics 11.0 29.0
Social Sciences -10.0 32.5

----IVASubjects 8.1 24.5

Source: Bottomley and Dunworth-(1974),

Table 1, Columris (3) and (5):



Table G.8: SOCIAL RACES OF RETURN TO-INVESTMENT IN
HIGHER EDUCATION BY SUBJECT, _UNITED KINGDOM, 1967

(percentage)

Subject.
First

Degree ; Master's Doctorate

Arts' .

Social Science
Science
Technology

All Subjects

13:51,
13:0

11:4

12.1

4.2

1.9

1.0

2.0

2.6

Note: Data refers to males.

Source: orris (1973a), Table 6, Column (1).

aat

0

Table G.9: PRIVATE RATES. OF RETURN TO HIGHER EDUCATION
BY OCCUPATION, 'UNIT) KINGDOM, 1967

(percentage)

Occupation. Rate of Return

TArchitect. 13.4
Engineer
Mechanical and Electrical 16.3

I

Civil ,a, 17.5
Medical Practitioner - 16.8
Technologist'

.
16,4

Scientist 15.3
Science and Technology,(Manager) 20.4
Arts and Social Sciences (Managerr 19.4
Solicitor 19.9
Accountant . 19.3

Note: Ratesof'return are relative to "A"
level qualification.

Source:. Morris (19738), Tables 9' and 10.

12G
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Table 0.104 PRIVATE RATES OF RET TO EDUCATION IN FRANCE, r970
( ercenta e)

Educational Level
,Rate of Return
Males *Females

=
war

Secondary, 1st cycle (vs elementary) 21.9 20.3
, 2nd ' (vs

cycl
-sec. 1st

e)

10.7 9.7

Higher education, overall (vs Bac) 16.6 7.8

Master's overall (vs Bag) 13.3 n.a.

Law4nd Economics 16.7 n.a.

Sciences 12.3 n.a.

Source: Eicher and Levy-Gatboua (1979), pp. 117; -118.

)4

able G.11: SOCIAL RATES OF.RETURN TO HIGHER EDUCATION
4Y SUBJECT IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

(percent)

Subject Sweden Denmark Belgium Brazil

Economics 9.0, .9.5 16.1
Business Administration 9.0

11 . Law 9.5 10.0 6.0 17.4
Medicine 13.0 5.0 11.5 11.9
Dentistry . 8.4
Engineering 7.5 t .8.0 . 17.3
Agronomy 5.2
Architecture ' 1 9.0
Pure Science 9.0
Applied Science II 7.0

Note: .. = not available.

Sour';e: PsaCharop'oulos (1973), p. 72.

"""---
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Table H.1:

- 121 -.

RATE OF RETURN TO INVESTMENT IN PHYSICAL CAPITAL
IN SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1978

(percentage)

Country ' Rate of Return . Type of Project

Botswana 13

Ethiopia 11

Madagascar 15
Uganda 10

Central African Empire 14

Central African Empire -20
Congo 21

Ivory Coast 21

Niger 30
Niger 13

Nigeria 23

Senegal_ 4

Togo ,19

Papua New Guinea -36'

Thailand 28

Brazil' 361.

Ecuador i0
Trinidad and Tobago 30

Congo 11

Mali 11

Senegal 23

India ' 13

Senegal 17

Karachi 20

Average 17

Madagascar 0

Spain 13

Madagascar 22

Colombia 2

Malawi? 8

Cameroon 16

Cameroon 14

'Gambia 22

Ivory Coast 15

Trinidad and Tobago 0

Average ( 11

India 19

Dominican' Republic 15

Ghana '

13

Mexido . 4 '

Sierra Leone, 7

Road,

Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway Improvement
Highway
Highway
Highway Maintenance
Highway
Road
Highway
Highlfty Maintenance

Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Railways
Railways
Railways
Railways
Airport
Port

Txansportation

beef, Cattle Development
Livestock DeVelopment
Irrigation / '

Irrigation
Land Development
Oil Palm I
Oil Palm II
Agricultural Development
Palm Plantation
Crownlands Development

Agriculture

Fertilizer Expansion
Falconbridge/
Power
Power
Paer
Power

a

128.
continued ...
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Table H1 - continued

- 124-

Country` Rate of Return Type of Project

Brazil
Chile

Colombia
Ethiopia
Indonesia
India
Nepal
Pakistan
Iran
Ghana
Jamaica

Average

Overall Average

10 Hydroe1ectirc N
I

17
13

Power

Power Expansion
14 TelecommuniCations
29 Telecommunications
19 Telecommunications
15, Telecommunications
27 Telecommunications (---1

".31, Telecommunications , I

9 .,Water Supply
8 Water Supply

15 Industry & Public Utilities

14 Physical Capital

Note: Rate of return is at.audit. Only point estimates
are included.

Source: World Bank estimates.

Table H.2: AVERAGE RATES OF RETURN TO INVESTMENT-IN
PHYSICAL CAP/TAL, 19751

(percent)

Economic Sector
Appraisal Audit

Low High-----Low High

Transportation
Highways 13.1 16.9 11.9 16.7
Railways 15.3 16.0 ...

Ports 21.0 ' - 270 -
Agriculture '20.3' - 13.5 -
Public Utilities
Poyer 11.5 12.0

Source: WorgABank estimates.
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Table H.3: AVERAGE RATES OF RETURN TO INVEST , NT IN
PHYSICAL CAPITAL, 1976

(percent)

Economic Sectdr-

Transpoitation''
,Highways

Railways

Appraisal Audit

Ports

Agriculture
Public Utilities

Telecommunications

Low High Low, High

17.8 15-.7 18.5
15.0 15.0 7.0 10',0

6.0 12.0 -
23..0 23.7 16.2 2d.0

22.0

Source: World Barlk estimates.

Table,H.4: AVERAGE RATES OF RETURN TO INVESTMENT IN
PHYSICAL CAPITAL,.1977

)r (percerit) '

Apprisal Audit
Economic Sector Low High Low

Transportation
Highways 13.0 13.3 13.9
Ports ° 13.0 - 114 19.5

Agriculture 18.8 19.8 16.7.
Indus try. .14.2-. - 18.2
Public Utilities
Power 16.1 - 13.7
Water Supply 14.5 - li.5

High

.411r

Source: World Bank estimates.

'1-30

14':0 °' --

-
18.4 .
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Table H.5: AVERAGE RATES OF RETURN T0 INVESTMENT IN
PHYSICAL CAPITAL,° /978 °

(Perce.110

es5

Appraisal' Audit
Economic Sector Low . High t, Low High °

C

Transportation
'HighWAys 17.9 19.9 17.6 18.2

? Railways' 17.4 19.4( 13.6 15:B.
-ports 12.0 18.5 6,

Others 4:a 26.0
Agriculture /6.7 16.8 13.1 14.3
Industry 18,0 17.0
Public Utilities

17.0Power 14.5 8%5 8.5 s

Telecommunications 17.7 22.5
Water Supply 20.5 23.5 8.5 8.5

406,

Source: World Bank estimates.

4

Table B. SENSITIVITY OF 1g RATE OF RETURN TO INVESTMENT

J0

IN TRACTOR PRODUCTION IN ,YUGOSLAVIA, 1978
(percentage)

fd

Asbumption

*7"

Benefits

+10% .

+ 5%.

= 5%
6 -10%

OperatinOcosts-
+10%
+ 5%
- 5%
-10%

Rate of Return
6

Base Case: 12.0

..,-

27.0
/9.6

.

- 4.4

1.1

- 5.1

3

18.7

25.3

Source: World Bank estimates.

1 31

0

0 0.
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Table 1.1: MONTHLY EARNINGS BY SECTOR OF EMPLOYMENT AND
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, BRAZIL, 1970

(in cruzeiros)

Educational Level Public

No Education Z33'
Primary
Secondary, 1st cycle -7\ 696,

Secondary, 2nd cycle
University 2,236

Overall , 682
(N) (3,60)

0

0

-Private

151
288

-72O

-

2, 04

4. 386

(13,179)

Note: Data refer to male edployees.

Source: Baded on the -Brazilian Census,.1 perCentIsample.

Ta,ple 1.2: MONTHLY EARNINGS BY SECTOR OFIRPLOYMENT AND FIELD OF
STUDY1 MALE UNIVERSITY GRADUATES, BRAZIL, 1970

cruzeiros)

0.

.
.

a

8

t

:'

4

.'

0

a

.0

e

41.

.
0

Field of Study Public Private

:Administration
Agronomy
Architecture
ACcounting
Econbmics
Management,

Engineering .'
Medicine

All
(N)

t.

s .
k...

1,683
1,928'

2,286
2,100
1,785

2,437
2,815

2,995

.
2,295
(410)

2,826
1,962
2,815

'2,321.
2,833_

,2,906.
3,503

--3-,-759

. ) Za

20
(282)

0

-Source: Based on the Brazilian CensuS, 1 percent sample.,.
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Table I.3 'MONTHLY SALARY BY EDUCATIO/AND SECTOR OF EMPLOYMENT,
MALAYSIA, 1978

. (in M$)

Education -Public Pr vate

4 Commercial. Certificate 571 443
Technical Certificate 514 422
Technical Diploma 1 879 1,048
CoMmerce Professional Qualification 1,485 1,465

1,57.2

1,572
1,978
1,730
1,800

'L591".

Arts
i 1,245

' Social Sciences 1,211
Pure Science 1,138 ,

Applied Science :At 1,015
Agricultural Science 1,113
Commerce 1,250

University, Overall
' 1,214

Post-graduate 1,401 :

1,656 4

2,128

Source: .Based on Lee (1980%,'

Table 1.4: MINCERIAN EARNINGS FUNCTIONS BY SECTOR OF .

EMPLOYMENT, BRAZIL

r-
Variable .Private

Constant Term
Years of Schooling, S

Years of Experience, EX

Ex2

R
2 4-

7.080 6.587
.149 .192

(65.9) (118.4)
.034 .049
(9.0) (22.8)'

n.0004 - .0007.

(6.3) (20.3)

.568 .534-
3,689 13,179

Note: Mate employees. Dependent variable fefers
to the natural logarithm of annual earnings.
Nurnberg in parenthesis aret-ratios.

Regression-1,mplied rates of return:"
Public sector 15 percent
Private sector - 19 percent.

,

.1 Source: BaseePon Brazilian Census, 1 percent sample.
41*
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Table 1.5: PRIVATE RATES OF RETURN ;0 INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION
IN MALAYSIA; 1978'

(percent)

4-1 4
For Employees in the-

EducAiongllevel Public Sector Private Sector

Upper Secondary
(relative to lowe sec.

Sixth Form
(relative to uppet sec.)

College

(relative to upper sec.)

University
(relative to sixth form)

-a

Post - graduate

(relative to university)

16.3

,.
13.5

16.7

39.7

.7

-*

9

21.2

.r
16.0

37.7

50.5

12.2

4-

Source: Based 'on Lee (1980).
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